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Abst rac t  
Pulsed carbon dioxide (C02) lasers have many applications in aeronautics, space research, 
weather monitoring and other areas. Full exploitation of the potential of these lasers is hampered 
by the dissociation of C02  that occurs during laser operation. The development of closed-cycle 
C02 lasers require active CO-02 recombination (CO oxidation) catalyst and design methods for 
implementation of catalysts in C02 laser systems. 
A monolith catalyst section model and associated design computer program, LASCAT, are 
presented to assist in the design of a monolith catalyst section of a closed cycle C02 laser system. 
Using LASCAT, the designer is able to specify a number of system parameters and determine the 
monolith section performance. Trade-offs between the catalyst activity, catalyst dimensions, 
monolith dimensions, pressure drop, 0 2  conversion, and other variables can be explored and 
adjusted to meet system design specifications. 
An introduction describes a typical closed-cycle C02  system, and indicates some 
advantages of a closed-cycle laser system over an open cycle system and some advantages of a 
monolith support over other types of supports. The development and use of a monolith catalyst 
model is presented. The results of a design study and a discussion of general design rules are 
given. Detailed instructions for the use of LASCAT is given in Appendices 1-4. 
Monolith Catalyst Model Development and Implementation 
The design of a C02 laser system is made under constraints of energy consumption, operating cost, 
size, weight, pressure drop, loop 0 2  conversion, catalyst activity, flow channel dimensions, particulate 
production, reliability, ease of operation, safety, and numerous others. Design decisions, made to satisfy 
one constraint, often push the limits imposed on other constraints. A means to design the monolith 
catalyst section of a closed-cycle C02 laser system under selected restraint conditions is presented. 
A pulsed C02 laser produces useful laser light output when the laser gas volume is exposed to a high 
elecmcal potential for a period on the order of milliseconds 12. Low lying vibrational-rotational energy 
level COz molecules are excited to higher energy levels. The relaxation of the excited molecules to low 
lying energy levels produces infrared radiation ( = l o p ) .  The energy deposited by the electrical discharge 
alters the composition of the gas mixture by dissociation of C02 into stoichiomemc ratios of CO and 0 2 .  
In a high pulse repetition rate (PRR) C02 laser system, without a method of recombining the CO and 0 2 ,  
the laser gas 0 2  concentration would continue to increase with time. Depending on the particular system 
used, 0 2  concentrations above a threshold level, on the order of 1%. severely degrades the laser output 
quality. The lasing process also raises the temperature of the laser gas volume. The output of the laser is 
sensitive to the temperature of the operating gas due to the effect of temperature on the distribution of C02 
molecules among the rotational-vibrational energy levels. 
An open-cycle laser system requires a continuous supply of fresh gas to maintain 0 2  concentration 
below threshold levels. The higher the PRR, the higher the fresh gas flow rate required to maintain 
acceptable 0 2  concentrations. If rare isotope C02 gasesl.3, such as 12C18@, were to be used in an open- 
cycle laser system, the cost of supplying large quantities of C02 gases would be prohibitive. The safety 
requirements for handling and for the disposal of CO, 02,  and C02 gases is another concern for open- 
cycle systems. Clearly, for portable uses, such as in satellites or in the field, open-cycle system operation 
is not feasible. 
Closed-cycle systems can be envisioned to require an one time charge of the operating gas and to operate 
for a given number of pulses (>lo7) at a specified PRR and power Portable closed-cycle 
systems would necessarily have power consumption constraints and, therefore, be limited in the output 
power and PRR. In a typical closed-cycle C02 laser system (Fig. l), a gas mixture, comprised of C02 
and other "inert" gases, is continuously recirculated through the system by a blower. The recombination 
of CO and 0 2  is accomplished by the monolith catalyst section of the system (Fig. 2) and provides the 
laser section with a fresh supply of operating gas. The heat exchangers allow for the operation of the 
monolith catalyst section at elevated temperatures while maintaining moderate laser section temperatures. 
The monolith catalyst material is very porous (high surface area) and has catalytic material dispersed 
throughout. The performance of the monolith catalyst is measured by the section's ability to recombine 
CO and 0 2 ,  the size and weight of the monolith, and the pressure drop produced as a result of gas flow 
through the monolith. Monolith catalyst performance is dependent on a number of interrelated factors, 
such as, the catalyst's geometry, convective heat and mass transport rates from the bulk gas to the catalyst, 
inlet gas properties, inlet molar gas flow rate, and catalytic activity. A monolith support is chosen over 
other supports, e.g. powders, beads, etc., because of the reduced level of particulate production, and the 
sturdiness of the monolith under high volumemc gas flow conditions. 
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Figure 1. A typical closed-cycle C0.t laser. 
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2. MONOLITH CATALYST SECTION MODEL 
A flexible model of the monolith catalyst may be developed to determine the bulk-average gas 
temperature, composition, and pressure along the length of the monolith. The adjustable parameters 
required to specify the operating condition of the monolith are listed in Table 1. The model assumptions, 
balance equations, and model results follow. 
Figure 2. Monolith catalyst section. 
2 . 2 s  
.Steady state conditions. 
*Identical conditions exist in each channel of the monolith. 
2 
*Channel gas flow is laminar and fully developed. The neglect of entrance effects for heat and mass 
transfer calculations provide for a conservative estimate of the amount of catalyst required. Pressure drop 
due to entrance and &it effects is neglected, therefore the actual pressure drops will-be somewhat greater 
than calculated. 
*The kinetics of the reaction, I1202 + CO -+ Co;! , is first order overall, reaction rate = [ 0 2 ]  a [CO] b 
where sum of a and b equals one. 02 and CO;! appear in stoichiometric ratios, 2: ls  CO:O?. The 
concentration of 02 is followed and the remaining species concentrations are calculated. The effect of 
temperature on the reaction rate is through an Arrhenius dependence of a reaction rate constant. 
*Inlet gas composition, temperature and flow rate are known. Gas properties, viscosity, diffusivity, and 
thermal conductivity, are updated with changes in temperature, pressure, and reactant concentrations. 
ODiffusivity in the porous catalytic layer is calculated using size and void fraction of micropores and 
macropores. Equimolar counterdiffusion in porous catalytic layer is assumed. 
*Either adiabatic or isothexmal monolith operating conditions can be selected by the operator. These two 
operating conditions provide the upper and lower bounds for oxygen conversion for a given inlet gas 
condition. 
Axial heat conduction in the porous catalytic layer and support is assumed to be negligible. For adiabatic 
monolith operation, transverse heat conduction the porous catalytic layer and support is assumed to be 
such that the porous catalytic layer and support temperature is uniform transversely. 
*Slab geometry is used for calculation of the species concentration in the porous catalytic layer. A 
characteristic porous catalytic layer thickness is calculated to account for porous catalytic material in the 
channel comers. 
*Heat and mass transport between the flowing gas and the channel walls are described using the limiting 
Sherwood (Sh,) and Nusselt (NIL,) numbers for constant wall concentration and temperature boundary 
conditions in square channel$. 
2.2 Model balance equatio nS 
The steady state conservation equations for 0 2  in the flowing gas and @ in the porous catalytic layer are 
with initial and boundary conditions, 
OG = 1 at c = O  , Y = l  at h=Ofora l l c  ,and = 0 at h = l  . (3,4,5) 
dh 
@f.'~ is the dimensionless bulk-average 02 molar flow rate in the flowing gas. Variables and parameters are 
defined in detail in the notation list. OW is the 0 2  concentration at the channel wall times bulk-average 
volumetric flow rate divided by the inlet bulk-average 02 molar flow rate. [ 0~ -% ] is proportional to 
the concentration driving force for transport of 02from the flowing gas to the channel wall. is the 
dimensionless distance down the length of the monolith. Y is the dimensionless 0 2  concentration inside 
the porous catalytic layer at a dimensionless depth h into the layer. The solution to equation (2) yields an 
overall 0 2  reaction rate in the porous catalytic layer as a function of &. At steady state, this reaction rate 
is equal to the rate of transport of 0 2  from the flowing gas to the channel wall, and leads to 
The steady state energy balance on the flowing gas relates the rise in the dimensionless bulk-average 
temperature of the flowing gas, €IC, to the heat transferred to the gas from the channel wall and yields 
3 
where 8G is the dimensionless bulk-average temperature of the flowing gas, and &N is the dimensionless 
temperature at the channel wall. An energy balance on the porous catalytic layer equates the heat 
generation from the oxygen consumption reaction to the heat transferred from the porous catalytic layer 
and yields 
- ua-. %= [ec-ew] . 
[ r l  
Combining the two energy balance equations, (7) and (9), and substituting 
results in two final differential equations, to be integrated, 
(9)  
for OW using equation (6) 
with the same initial conditions for 0, and 8, as above. Pressure drop for the laminar flow is calculated 
using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, 
(12,131 
-32 , with an initial condition of Q = 1 at e =  0 , d@ - - -  
A r  Eu Re 
u5 
where @ is the dimensionless pressure. Equations (lo), (1 1), and (12) are coupled to each other through 
the variable OG and the parameters a, a, r, y, St, Eu, and Re, each of which is a function of e,, and 
Q .  
2.3 Model results 
The adjustable parameters required to specify the monolith catalyst section operating conditions are listed 
below in Table 1. They are used to compute the dimensionless parameters a, o, r, y, St, Eu, and Re, and 
to integrate the dimensionless variables in equations (lo), ( l l ) ,  and (12). A computer program (see 
section 5 ) was written to perform integration using fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The program 
outputs 8G7 8w, @cy OW and Q as varies from zero to the desired dimensionless monolith catalyst 
section length. The computer program requires readily available parameters to calculate parameters such 
as mass and heat transfer coefficients, bulk-gas and effective diffusion coefficients, and thermal 
conductivity. Results for a monolith catalyst section operating under conditions specified in Table 1 are 
shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. 
Fig. 3 shows the behavior of 8, @ , and @ as 6 varies from 0 to 100. 8 G = 0 W  and @G=OW, therefore 
e,, Ow, OG, and OW are not shown individually on this small scale plot. The behavior of 8, 0, and @ 
can be explained using equations (1)-(12), in which all parameters and variables are positive valued. The 
right side of equation (11) is positive, therefore, deG/dc > 0. The left hand side of equation (9) is 
negative, therefore, 8w > 8,. Similar examination of equations (10) and (6) results in dOG/dc < 0 and 
OW > O)G. Equation (12) indicates that d@/dc < 0. The drop in is negligible for the gas flow rate 
specified in Table 1. Pressure drop can be significant for higher gas flow rates. 
Fig. 4 is an expansion of Fig. 3 in the 6 = 45 to 50 region. The separation between 0, and 8w is now 
visible and provides an indication of the thermal driving force between the channel wall and the bulk-gas. 
Heat produced from the oxidation of CO in the active catalyst layer of the channel wall is transferred from 
the channel wall to the bulk-gas. 
= 45 to 50 region. An additional curve, Y(bl)*@w, is 
the scaled 0 2  concentration at the centerline of the monolith channel support wall. 0 2  is consumed in the 
porous catalytic layer as mass transport to the center of the monolith channel support wall occurs, 
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Figure 3. Results for Table 1 case. Dimensionless 
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figure 6. Optimum design vs. standard commercial size. 
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therefore Y(kl)*<Dw is less than <Dw or <DG. The separation between the curves indicates the 0 2  mass 
transport driving force. The difference between <DG and @W is an indication of the driving force between 
the bulk gas and the channel wall. The difference between Ow and Y(h=l)*<Dw is an indication of the 
driving force between the channel wall and the centerline of the monolith channel support wall. 
Table 1: Monolith catalyst sectio n operatingDara meteq 
Monolith dimension Catalyst properties 
Facial cross sectional area = 1.Oe+4 mm2 
Support wall thickness(inc1uding active layer) = lmm 
Active layer thickness = 0.25mm 
Flowrate = 0.25 liters/sec 
Temperature = 300 K 
Pressure = 101.325 kPa 
Composition 37% C02,2% CO, 1% 0 2  
Void fraction as macropores = 0.25 
Macropore radius = 500nm 
Micropore radius = 12nm 
Active layer density = 0.5e-3 g/mm3 
Reaction rate constant = 123.4mm3/gcat sec 
Activation energy constant = 39700 J/mol 
Void fraction as micropores = 0.48 
Gas inlet properties 
(at 298K) 
40% N2,20% He 
Thermal operation is adiabatic. 
3. DESIGNSTUD Y 
3.1 Design constraints 
A design study for a monolith catalyst section, operating under parameters similar to those listed in 
Table 1, was performed. For the study, the support wall was assumed to be composed entirely of active 
catalytic material. Additional constraints, 25% 0 2  conversion (<D~[exit]=0.75) and a 0.125kPa ( ~ 0 . 5  in 
H20) pressure drop across the monolith section, were imposed. The monolith facial cross sectional area 
and inlet gas conditions (composition, temperature, flow, and pressure) were held constant. Active 
support wall thickness and channel opening dimensions were varied and the minimum monolith length 
determined under the imposed constraint conditions. 
The rationale for minimizing the monolith length follows from the assertion that the smallest monolith 
leads to the smallest, lightest and least expensive laser system. In portable laser systems size, weight, and 
cost considerations are critical. The choice of the shortest monolith section reduces the system weight by 
reducing the required monolith section housing length. The housing material weight per unit length is 
typically an order of magnitude more than that of the monolith material. The monolith material can be 
quite expensive; a smaller system requires less materials and is less costly. The 25% conversion 
requirement ensures a constant gas temperature rise. A constant pressure drop across the monolith section 
ensures that an identical amount of energy is expended to circulate the gas through the system. Excluding 
laser pulse energy, system energy requirements (blower energy and heating and cooling loads) are fixed 
by the pressure drop and conversion requirements. Constant gas inlet conditions and 25% conversion 
ensure that a chosen laser PRR can be maintained without exceeding a the maximum allowable laser 
section inlet concentration. 
3.2. Desimresu I t s  
Fig. 6 shows the optimum monolith section design geometry in comparison with a standard monolith 
design. The optimum monolith length is substantially less than the standard monolith length, whereas the 
optimum support wall thickness is substantially greater than standard thickness. As the monolith support 
wall thickness is increased, more catalytic material can be packed into a shorter monolith while conversion 
and pressure drop constraints are still satisfied. However, a thicker support wall has a larger 0 2  mass 
transport resistance. A point is reached where the benefit of having thicker walls is negated by the large 
02 mass transport resistance and an optimum monolith length is determined. 
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4. DISCUSS ION 
The design study presented above shows that the use of off-the-shelf commercial monolith designs for 
C02 laser applications dramatically increases the overall monolith size required relative to the optimum 
design presented here. Off-the-shelf monoliths are designed for pollutant emission control and have been 
optimized for large gas flows and fast reactions at high temperatures. They have relatively thin monolith 
catalyst section dimensions and high 95 void volume. The slow reaction rates obtained over laser catalysts 
allow use of relatively thick monolith wall dimensions. With lower gas flow rates, low % void volume 
can be used to obtain compact monoliths, thereby reducing the size, weight, and cost of the laser system. 
Using a computer program to generate variable and parameter values along the length of the monolith 
allows for rapid optimization of monolith section under a set of constraints. Use of a computer program 
also allows for complex channel geometries, such as cylindrical, hexagonal, triangular, etc., to be 
incorporated into the monolith design. 
5 . M O  DEL IMPLEMENT ATION US ING LASCAT 
LASCAT, a computer program based on the monolith catalyst section model presented above, provides 
a means to design a monolith catalyst section that will satisfy a user specified set of design requirements. 
LASCAT requires the specification of the parameters listed in Table 1 and an few others. Values of key 
parameters ( Re, CPG, pg, DAB, DABeff, and mole fractions ) are provided at the inlet and exit of the 
monolith section. FG, T and P are integrated instead of the correspondmg nondimensional parameters, 
OG, €lG and @. C, T and P values are provided along the length monolith. See Appendix 2, a step by step 
tutorial, for an example of the LASCAT output. 
Appendix 1 gives detailed information on the implementation and compatibility of LASCAT. Appendix 3 
details each menu operation of LASCAT. Appendix 4 is a program listing of LASCAT and provides a 
wealth of information on program structure, variable definitions and units, and physical properties 
computational methods and references. 
6. NOTATION LIST 
6.1 Variables and para meter 6.2 Subsc rip ts 
A = CO oxidation reaction rase constant ( mm3 / g-cat s) 
C = concentration of oxygen (mol / mm3) 
Cpc = bulk-average gas heat capacity ( J / g K) 
Dm = diffusion constant for 0 2  in bulk gas mixture ( m2 / s ) 
Dmeff = effective diffusion constant for oxygen in 
porous catalytic layer ( mm2 / s 
dh = hydraulic diameter of monolith channel, 4(cross sectional area )/(wetted perimeter) ( mm ) 
Eu = Euler number, Eu = Po dh4 / u2 pg 
FG = bulk-average gas molar flow rate of oxy en, FG= Q u  ( mol / s ) 
%= heat of CO oxidation reaction ( J / mol 0 2  converted) 
k = bulk-average gas thermal conductivity (J / m K ) 
km = average mass transfer coefficient ( mm / s ) 
Nu, = limiting ru'usselt number, Nu, = h dh / k 
P = pressure in the channel at a position 6 ( P a )  
p = dimensionless pressure at position 6 ,  p = P / Po 
Re = Reynolds number, Re = dh u pg / p&h2 
S = Surface area of the channel wall per unit open volume of monolith channel ( mm2/ mm3) 
S L =  limiting Sherwood number, Sh,= km dh / Dm 
St = Stanton number, St = h dh2 / uo pg CpG 
tc = characteristic thickness of porous catalytic layer ( mm ) 
C,c in porous catalytic layer 
G,g in flowing gas 
0,o at mlet conditions 
W,w in gas at channel wall 
h = average heat transfer coefficient ( W / mm 3 K ) 
6 
T = temperature ( K ) 
x = distance along the length of the monolith channel ( mm ) 
z = depth into the porous catalytic layer ( mm ) 
Greek 
a = dimensionless rate constant, a = kpcqA / km 
y = dimensionless mass transfer coefficient, y = dh S kmdh2 / uo 
r = dimensionless volumetric flow rate, I' = u / vo 
o = dimensionless heat of reaction, o = -AHr,kmFGo / h TGo uo c = dimensionless distance along the length of the monolith channel, [ = x / dh 
8 = dimensionless bulk gas temperature, Bc=TG / TG(X BVTw / Tm 
h = dimensionless depth into the porous catalytic layer, 31 = z / 
pg = viscosity of gas in channel ( Pa-s ) 
p c  = density of porous catalytic layer material ( g-cat / mm3 ) 
pg = density of flowing gas ( g / mm3) 
'U = volumetric flow rate of flowing gas ( mm3 / s) 
(PG = dimensionless bulk-average oxygen concentration in flowing gas, 0~ = FG / F a  
@w = dimensionless channel wall surface oxygen concentration, OW = [Cw(c) u(c)] / F a  
cp = Thiele modulus, (p2 = [k2pcq A J / Dmeff 
Y = dimensionless 0 2  concentration in the porous catalytic layer. Y(h)  = [C&) /C,(c)] 
= effectiveness factor of the reaction in the monolith porous catalytic layer, q = tanh ((p) / (p 
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Amendix 1 : Proaram Imt>lementation and Compatibilitv 
The LASCAT program is written in the FORTRAN programming language and is compatible 
Detailed implementation instructions are provided below for 
Familiarity with the 
with FORTRAN 77 standards. 
Apple Macintosh and Digital Equipment Corporation VAX computers. 
particular operating system is assumed. 
osh SF or IL 
Operating System: Apple System Version 6.0 
Application Program: Absoft's MacFortran/020 Version 2.3 
Compilation Options (Macintosh SE): 
-Use compilation options 
Compilation Options (Macintosh It): 
-Use compilation options 
B (Compile Using Long Addresses) 
E (Generate Errors List), and 
U ( = Unit 9 ). 
B (Compile Using Long Addresses), 
E (Generate Errors List), 
M (68020/68030 instructions), 
P (68881/68882 instructions), and 
U (* = Unit 9). 
Compilation and Execution: 
-Place the LASCAT program in the %me folder as the MacFortran/020 application and 
-Double click on MacFortran/020 application to launch the MacFortran/020 application. 
-From the File Menu choose the "Select File" option. Select File IASCAT. 
-From the Compile Menu choose the "Options" option and verify the compilation options 
selected are identical to the compilation options described above. If the options selected 
need to be changed, remember to save the new set of compilation options by clicking on the 
"Save" box. Exit the compilation options section by clicking on the "OK" box. 
-From the Compile Menu choose the "Compile and Execute" option. The program will be 
compiled and executed. The output file, LDATA, and any selectable parameter files will be 
placed in the same folder as the LASCAT and MacFortran/020 files. 
supporting files. 
Computer: DtUd&uEaulDment Corpuaiion VAX 1 l P 8 Q  
Operating System: VAWVMS Version 4.6 
Application Program: VAX FORTRAN V4.8-276 
Cornpilation and Execution : 
-Rename the LASCAT program LASCAT.fur 
-To compile MSCAT.for, type for fASCAT.fur 
-To link IASCAT.for type link LASCAT 
-To execute LASCAT.for type run LASCAT 
-The output file, LDATA.DAT, and any selectable parameter files will be placed in the your 
. .  
directory. Use an editing program to examine files. 
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Appendix 2: LASCAT Tutorial 
The LASCAT Tutorial provides a step by step example of the use of the program LASCAT. 
Required user input and comments are detailed on the left margin and the corresponding screen 
outputs are indented. Input@) required by the operater are boldfaced. The example shown 
below was run on a Macintosh II using Absoft's MacFortran/020 Version 2.3 (Review the 
Program Implementation and Compatibility section for program complilation and execution 
details.). This tutorial will be of the greatest benefit i f  used while actually executing the 
program. 
Compile and execute LASCAT application program. 
PROGRAM LASCAT ******* ***e** 
The purpose of this program is to calculate the gas concentration and 
temperature profiles of a monolith catalyst section of a C02 laser. The 
C02 decomposes when the laser is pulsed. The CO and 0 2  produced as a result 
of pulsing are detrimental to the efficient operation of the laser. The 
recombination reaction is CO + 1/2 0 2  -> CO. This program provides the 
means to model the performance of a monolith catalyst section under various 
gas compositions, temperatures, catalyst activities, gas flowrates, oxygen 
conversion, monolith face and length dimensions. Results can indicate if 
constraints such as conversion, maximum gas temperature, monolith weight 
are satisfied and how the system parameters may be altered to meet these 
constraints. Parameters and options may be altered to taylor the monolith 
design. Default values can also be used as a starting point for the design 
process. A review of the parameters and options chosen may be made prior 
to execution of the computational portion of the program. 
(HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE) 
A program introductory statement is presented. Type RETURN (key) after reading. 
LASCAT Main Menu 
1) Read in new operating parameters 
2) Show current operating parameters 
3) Change operating parameters 
4) Run program 
5) Exit program 
Type in number corresponding to choice above. 
The LASCAT Main Menu is presented. The main menu provides different options (1-5). 
Specific details for each option are provided in the Menu Description section. To choose one of 
these options, simply type in the desired number, then RETURN. For this example, type 2 
and RETURN. 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 
Support wall thickness: 1 .OO Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
1 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 % monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): 
Gas Flow rate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
C02: .3700 CO: .0200 02: .0100 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (g/mmA3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. rnacropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatidisothermal): Adiabatic 
123.40 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Termination on (02 conversion/Length): 0 2  conversion. %: 2.500 
Computation loop step size(mm): S556 Display every 5.00 mm 
==> Hit Return when finished viewing <== 
The selectable parameter summary lists the parameter values that will be used in the 
computation portion of the program. When the program is initially run, default parameter 
values are assigned. As we'll see later, the values of the parameters can be changed. Hopefully, 
a review of the parameter summary above will hint to the meaning of each parameter. The use 
of each parameter is detailed in the Menu Description section. Let's assume the present values 
are satisfactory and proceed. Type RETURN. 
LASCAT Main Menu 
1) Read in new operating parameters 
2) Show current operating parameters 
3) Change operating parameters 
4) Run program 
5) Exit program 
Type in number corresponding to choice above. 
We have returned to the main menu. To save space, the main menu will listing will be 
abbreviated as "LASCAT Main Menu....". To run the computational portion of the program using 
the current parameter set listed in the selectable parameter summary type 4 and RETURN. 
Note: the Droaram will aler? vou t hat it has co mDleted co mDutat ions bv beeD ina three times. 
""'SEE FILE LDATA FOR RESULTS""' 
Initial values 
Reynolds number = 9.880 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.797 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011817 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.063 
Effectivness factor = .99969 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .22540 
2 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053407 















%Conver 02gas 02wall 02center Tgas 
<===(rnMOL/L)===> (Kelvin) 
0.0000 .4065 .4060 .4058 300.000 
0.2239 .4052 .4048 .4046 300.236 
0.4574 .4040 .4035 .4033 300.474 
0.6933 .4027 .4022 .4020 300.714 
0.9314 .4014 .4009 .4008 300.956 
1.1718 .4001 .3996 .3994 301.201 
1.4146 .3988 .3983 .3981 301.448 
1.6598 .3975 .3970 ,3968 301.697 
1.9075 .3961 .3957 .3955 301.949 
2.1577 .3948 .3943 .3941 302.204 
2.4104 .3934 .3930 .3928 302.461 
2.5519 .3927 .3922 .3920 302.605 
Twall DPress 
(Kelvin) ( k W  
300.179 -O.OOOE+OO 
300.41 6 -0.730E -05  
300.656 -0.1 46E-04 
300.897 -0.21 9E-04 
301.141 -0.293E-04 
301.388 -0.366E-04 
301.637 -0 .440E-04 
301.888 -0.5 1 3 E-04 
302.1 41 - 0.5 8 7 E - 04 
302.398 -0.661 E-04 




He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = -3706 
CO = .0195 0 2  = .0098 N2 = .4001 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Reynolds number = 9.817 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.799 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011720 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.378 
Effectivness factor = .99965 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(crnA2/s)= .22832 
Effective Diff usivity(cmA2/s)= .053988 
Step size(mm) = .555556 
==> Hit Return to Return to Main Menu <== 
The information above provides initial and final values of important parameters along with 
values of key parameters along the length of the monolith. The units for each parameter are 
specified. A few minutes spent in reviewing the trend of each parameter, either initial vs. final 
or along the length of the monolith, is well worth the time. For example, the gas heat capacity 
increases from 1.797 to 1.799 due to the change in gas composition and the change in gas 
temperature. The gas temperature rises from 300.000 to 302.605 due to the exothermic 
nature of the reaction CO + 1/202 -> C02.  Type RETURN. 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
To change the value of a parameter or parameters, type 3 and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu 
1) Change monolith physical dimensions 
2) Change inlet gas composition 
3) Change inlet gas volumetric flow rate 
4) Change inlet gas temperature 
5) Change inlet gas pressure 
6) Change catalyst activation energy 
3 
7) Change catalyst reaction rate constant 
8) Change catalyst active layer density 
9) Change macro/micro pore radius & void-fraction 
1 0) C h a n g e the rm a I ope ration ( Adi a ba t i c/l sot h e r m a I) 
11) Change output profile (Full/ Summary) 
12) Change termination variable(Conversion/Length) 
13) Change computation display interval 
14) Show current operating parameters 
15) Save current operating parameters 
16) Run program 
17) Return to main menu 
18) Exit program 
Type in number corresponding to choice above 
You have entered the Parameter Modification Menu. The Parameter Modification Menu gives a 
number of options (1-18). The parameters are detailed in the Program Operations section. 
The Parameter Modification Menu will be abbreviated "Parameter Modification Menu....". Let's 
change the termination variable (option 12). Type 12 and RETURN. 
Integration can be stopped by either specifying 
an amount of 0 2  conversion (0), or by specifying 
a monolith length (L). 
Currently , integration will be stopped 
by specifying an amount of 0 2  conversion (0). 
Type the letter 0 or the letter L. Hit return. 
The letter L is for program computation section termination on monolith length. The letter 0 is 
for termination on 0 2  conversion and requires a conversion length specification. Type L and 
RETURN. 
Current desired monolith length = 5.000 (mm) 
Input desired monolith length (5 - 4000mm) 
The current restriction on the desired monolith termination length is given. The restrictions 
presented must be followed. Attempts have been made to prevent out of bounds values from 
being input, however "nothing is perfect". Try entering 2 (this shorter than the minimum 
5mm ). The program will force a proper input. Type 100 and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Let's see what has been changed. Type 14 and RETURN. 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 
Support wall thickness: 1 .OO Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 % monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
4 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: .0200 02: .0100 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
Gas Flow rate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (glmm"3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermaI): Adiabatic 
123.40 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Computation loop step size(mm): 5556 Display every 5.00 mm 
Change ==> Termination on (02 conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
==> Hit Return when finished viewing <== 
Type RETURN. To avoid changing from the default parameter values to frequently used values, 
a parameter set can be saved to a file. These files can be read from at a later time. Type 15 
and RETURN. 
Would you like to save the current operating 
parameters to a New(N) or Existing(E) file? 
Were creating a new file. Type N and RETURN. 
What's the name of the NEW 
parameter file to be opened? 
Name this file CATONE (abbreviation for CATALYST-ONE ). Type CATONE and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Using the revised parameter set, run the computational portion of the program by typing 16 
and RETURN. 
**"*SEE FILE LDATA FOR RESULTS***** 
Initial values 
Reynolds number = 9.880 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.797 
Gas Density (glcm"3) = .0011817 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.063 
Effectivness factor = 39969 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .22540 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053407 
Step size(mrn) = .555556 
Distance %Conver 02gas 02wall 02center Tgas Twall DPress 
(mm) <===(mMOUL)===> (Kelvin) (Kelvin) 



























































































































300.41 6 - 0.7 3 0 E -0 5 
300.656 -0.1 46E-04 
300.897 -0.21 9E-04 
301.141 -0.293E-04 
301.388 - 0.3  66 E - 0 4  
301.637 -0.440E-04 
301.888 -0 .51  3E-04  
302.1 41 - 0.5 87 E -04 
302.398 -0.661 E-04 
302.656 -0.735E-04 
302.91 8 -0.8 0 9  E -04  
303.1 82 - 0.8 8 3 E - 0 4 
303.449 - 0.9 57 E -04 
303.718 -0.1 03E-03 
303.990 -0.1 11  E-03 
304.265 -0.1 18E-03  
304.543 -0.1 26E-03 
304.824 -0 .1  33E-03  
305.108 -0 .1  41 E-03 
305.395 -0.1 48E-03 
Final values 
Mole fractions: 
He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = .3712 
CO = .0190 0 2  = .0095 N2 = .4002 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Reynolds number = 9.753 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
Gas Density (glcm"3) = .0011624 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.693 
Effectivness factor = .99961 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .23125 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .054566 
Step size(mm) = S55556 
1.800 
==> Hit Return when finished viewing e= 
In addition to the screen output the selectable parameter summary and the section above are 
written to file LDATA(Macintosh) or LDATA.DAT(VAX). (For Macintosh only: Anv add i t i o d  
"runs" in this sess ion will be tac ked on to the end of I DATA. If t he Droaram is terminated and 
rerun the old LD4TA file will be e r ased a r+ ,., - r n e w 1 DATA file started . If vou des ire to k2eD the 
jniormation in LDATA. re~2me LDA TA Dri3 '  ?c\ rumina I ASCAT ' . )  Type RETURN. 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
After each computational run, you are returned to the main menu. Let's change another 
parameter. Type 3 and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
To change the inlet gas volumetric flow rate, type 3 and RFTURN. 
Current inlet volumetric 
flow rate = .250 (I/s) 
6 
Input monolith inlet volumetric flow rate 
The desired flowrate is 2.5 literdsec. Type 2.5 and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Let's examine the change to the parameter set. Type 14 and RETURN. 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mrn): 
Support wall thickness: 1 .OO Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 % monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: .0200 02: .0100 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Change ==> Gas Flow rate(liters/s): 2.500 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (g/mrnA3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermal): Adiabatic 
123.40 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Termination on (02 conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
Computation loop step size(mm): 5.0000 Display every 5.00 mrn 
==> Hit Return when finished viewing <== 
Type RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Run computational portion of the program by typing 16 and RETURN 
""'SEE FILE LDATA FOR RESULTS""* 
Initial values 
Reynolds number = 98.802 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.797 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011817 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 390.625 
Eff ectivness factor = .99969 
Bulk Gas Diff usivity(cmA2/s)= .22540 
Effective Diff usivity(crnA22/s)= .053407 
Step size(mm) = 5.000000 














































.4065 .4060 .4058 
.4064 .4059 .4057 
.4062 .4058 .4056 
.4061 .4057 .4055 
.4060 .4055 .4054 
.4059 .4054 .4052 
.4057 .4053 .4051 
.4056 .4052 .4050 
.4055 .4050 .4049 
.4054 .4049 .4047 
.4052 .4048 .4046 
.4051 .4047 .4045 
.4050 .4045 .4043 
.4049 .4044 .4042 
.4047 .4043 .4041 
.4046 .4041 .4040 
.4045 .4040 .4038 
.4043 .4039 .4037 
.4042 .4038 .4036 
.4041 .4036 .4034 























==> Hit Return to Return to Main Menu <== 
(Kelvin) ( k W  
300.179 - O . O O O E + O O  
300.203 -0.730E-04 
300.227 -0.1 46E-03 
300.250 -0.21 9E-03  
300.274 - 0.2 92 E -03  
300.298 - 0.3  6 5  E -03  
300.322 - 0.43  8 E -03  
300.346 -0.51 1 E-03 
300.370 - 0.5 84 E -03  
300.394 -0.657E-03 
300.41 8 - 0.73 0 E -0 3 
300.442 -0.8 03  E -0  3 
300.466 - 0.8 77 E-0 3 
300.490 - 0.950 E -03  
300.514 -0.1 02E-02 
300.538 -0.1 1 OE-02 
300.562 -0 .1  17E-02  
300.587 -0.1 24E-02 
300.611 -0 .1  32E-02 
300.635 -0.1 39E-02 
300.659 -0 .1  46E-02 
Notice that the program computation terminated when the monolith length reached 100 mm, 
whereas, previously, the termination condition was an oxygen conversion of 2.5 %. Type 
R E T U R N .  I 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
The parameter set has been changed from the CATONE set. Let's return to the CATONE parameter 
set by reading in the CATONE set file. Type 1 and RETURN. 
Read in data from existing parameter file?(Y/N) 
Type Y and R E T U R N .  
What is the name of the existing parameter file to be opened? 
Type C A T O N E  and R E T U R N  (Note that the required file name to be inputted may be lower 
/upper case sensitive). 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
Let's review the parameter set. Type 2 and R E T U R N .  
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
M o n o I i t h Dim ens i o n s ( m m ) : 
Support wall thickness: 1.00 Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 O% monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
8 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: .0200 02: .0100 
N2: .4000 He: 2000 Ar: 0.0000 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Change ==> Gas Flow rate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (g/mmA3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: 2 4  Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabaWisotherma1): Adiabatic 
123.40 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Termination on (02 conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
Computation loop step size(mm): .5556 Display every 5.00 mm 
==> Hit Return when finished viewing <== 
Type RETURN. 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
Let’s explore the use of some other parameters. Type 3 and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Type 11 and RETURN. 
Full concentration and temperature profile (P) or summary (S)? 
Type the letter P or the letter S. HIT RETURN. 
Choose summary by typing S and RETURN. 
Parameter Modification Menu .... 
Type 16 and RETURN. 
““‘SEE FILE LDATA FOR RESULTS””’ 
Initial values 
Reynolds number = 9.880 
1.797 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011817 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.063 
Effectivness factor = .99969 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= 22540 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053407 
Step size(rnrn) = .555600 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
Distance %Conver 02gas 02waII 02center Tgas TwalI DPress 
(mm) <===(mMOVL)===> (Kelvin) (Kelvin) (kPa) 
.OOO 0.0000 .4065 .4060 .4058 300.000 300.179 -O.OOOE+OO 




He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = .3712 
CO = .0190 02 = .0095 N2 = .4002 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.800 
Gas Density (glcrn"3) = .0011624 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.693 
Effectivness factor = .99961 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .23125 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .054566 
Step size(mm) = .555600 
Reynolds number = 9.753 
==> Hit Return to Return to Main Menu <== 
The key parameters along the length of the monolith are presented for the initial and final 
(termination condition met) monolth distances. The file LDATA also has th is  summary form. 
Type RETURN. 
LASCAT Main Menu .... 
Please feel free to play around with the program. To exit the program by type 5 and 
RETURN. Take a look at files, LDATA and CATONE. A listing of both files is given 
below. The table entries are separated by tab characters for further processing by programs 
such as Cricket Graph and Excel (these are both Macintosh programs). Adjusting the tabs to 1 
space may help to align the table. 
File LDATA 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 
Support wall thickness: 1.00 Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 Ol0 monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: ,0200 02: .0100 
Gas FIowrate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (glmm"3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 33700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermaI): Adiabatic 
Computational loop parameters: 
0u:put file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Termination on (02 conversion/length): 0 2  conversion. '10: 2.500 
Computation loop step size(mm): S556 Display every 5.00 mm 
Initial values 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
123.40 
Reynolds number = 9.880 
1.797 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011817 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.063 
Effectivness factor = .99969 
Bu I k Gas Dif f usivity (cmA2/s)= 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
.22540 
10 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053407 




























02gas 02wall 02center 
<===( mMOm)===> 
.4065 .4060 .4058 
.4052 .4048 .4046 
.4040 .4035 .4033 
.4027 .4022 .4020 
.4014 .4009 .4008 
.4001 .3996 .3994 
.3988 .3983 .3981 
.3975 .3970 .3968 
.3961 .3957 .3955 
.3948 .3943 .3941 
.3934 .3930 .3928 


















300.41 6 -0.730E-05 
300.656 -0.1 46E-04 






302.398 -0.661 E-04 




He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = .3706 
CO = .0195 0 2  = .0098 N2 = .4001 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Reynolds number = 9.81 7 
1.799 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011720 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.378 
Effectivness factor = .99965 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .22832 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053988 
Step site(mm) = S55556 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 
Support wall thickness: 1.00 Face dimension: 100.00 x 100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 % monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: .0200 02: .0100 
Gas Flowrate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (g/mmA3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermaI): Adiabatic 
Computational ISSD parameters: 
Output file (Full ProfileSummary): Full Profile 
Termination on (02  conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
Computation loop step size(mm): .5556 Display every 5.00 mm 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
123.40 
Initial values 
Reynolds number = 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 
Efiectivness factor = 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= 
Effective Diff usivity(cmA2/s)= 
















































































































































He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C 0 2  = .3712 
CO = .0190 0 2  = .0095 N2 = .4002 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 1 01.325 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.800 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011624 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.693 
Effectivness factor t .99961 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .23125 
Effective Diffusivity(crnWs)= .054566 
Step size(mm) = .555556 
Reynolds number = 9.753 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 




300.416 - 0 . 7 3 0 E - 0 5  
300.656 - 0 . 1 4 6 E - 0 4  
300.897 -0.21 9 E - 0 4  
301.141 -0 .293E-04  
301.388 - 0 . 3 6 6 E - 0 4  
301.637 - 0 . 4 4 0 E - 0 4  
301.888 -0 .513E-04  
302.141 -0 .587E-04  
302.398 -0.661 E-04  
302.656 -0 .735E-04  
302.918 - 0 . 8 0 9 E - 0 4  
303.182 - 0 . 8 8 3 E - 0 4  
303.449 -0 .9  5 7 E - 04  
303.71 8 - 0 . 1 0 3 E - 0 3  
303.990 -0.1 11 E - 0 3  
304.265 -0.1 1 8 E - 0 3  
304.543 -0.1 2 6 E - 0 3  
304.824 -0.1 3 3 E - 0 3  
305.1 08 -0 .141  E - 0 3  
305.395 - 0 . 1 4 8 E - 0 3  
100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 % monol.volume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02:  .3700 CO: .0200 0 2 :  .0100 
Gas Flowrate(liters/s): 2.500 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (glmm"3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant a: 298K(mrnA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macropores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12E+02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .50E+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermaI): Adiabatic 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Full Profile 
Termination on ( 0 2  conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
Computation loop step size(mm): 5.0000 Display every 5.00 mm 
initial values 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
123.40 
Reynolds number = 98.802 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.797 
Gas Density (glcm"3) = .0011817 
12 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 390.625 
Effectivness factor = .99969 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .22540 
Effective Diffusivity(cmWs)= .053407 


















































































































He = .2000 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = .3701 
CO = .0199 0 2  = .0100 N2 = .4000 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.324 
Reynolds number = 98.705 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.798 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011800 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) t 391.188 
Effectivness factor = .99969 
Bu I k Gas D ifiusivity (c mA2/s)= 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .053513 
Step size(mm) = 5.000000 
.225 92 
SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
Monolith Dimensions(mm): 


















300.538 -0.11 OE-02 
300.562 -0.1 17E-02 
300.587 -0.124E-02 
300.61 1 -0.1 32E-02 
300.635 -0.139E-02 
300.659 -0.1 46E-02 
100.00 
Channel inner dimension: 4.00 No.Face channels: 20.00 x 20.00 
Active layer thickness: .25 o/o monoLvolume open : 64.0 
Monolith inlet parameters: 
Gas Composition (mole fraction): C02: .3700 CO: .0230 02: .0100 
Gas Flowrate(liters/s): .250 Gas Temperature(K): 300.00 
Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Catalyst Properties: 
Catalyst Density (g/mmA3): 0.500E-03 
Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): 
Activation energy(J/mol): 39700.00 
Void-fraction as micropores: .24 Void-fraction as macroDores: .48 
Avg. micropore radius (nm): .12Ei02 Avg. macropore radius (nm): .5GE+03 
Thermal Operation (adiabatic/isothermaI): Adiabatic 
Computational loop parameters: 
Output file (Full Profile/Summary): Summary 
Termination on (02  conversion/Length): Length. Length(mm): 100.000 
N2: .4000 He: .2000 Ar: 0.0000 
123.40 
13 
Computation loop step size(mm): .5556 
initial values 
Reynolds number = 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 
Effectivness factor = 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= 









Distance %Conver 02gas 02waII 02center 
(mm) <===(mMOUL)===> 
0 .OOO 0.0000 .4065 .4060 .4058 
100.008 5.0878 .3792 .3787 .3785 
Tgas Twall DPress 
(Kelvin) (Kelvin) (kPa) 
300.000 300.179 -O.OOOE+OO 
305.180 305.395 -0.148E-03 
Final values 
Mole fractions: 
He = .2001 Ar = 0.0000 C02 = .3712 
CO = .0190 0 2  = .0095 N2 = .4002 
Gas Pressure (kPa): 101.325 
Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = 1.800 
Gas Density (g/cmA3) = .0011624 
Gas Velocity (mm/s) = 39.693 
Effectivness factor = .99961 
Bulk Gas Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .23125 
Effective Diffusivity(cmA2/s)= .054566 
Step size(mm) = .555600 
Reynolds number = 9.753 
File CATONE. See if you can pick out some of the parameters listed below. The program 































Dend ix  3: Me nu Descr intion 
LASCAT Main Menu 
The LASCAT Main Menu section provides detailed instructions on the use of the main 
menu. It is assumed that the LASCAT Tutorial has been reviewed. The LASCAT Main Menu is 
first encountered upon program execution and has five options available. Each option is detailed 
below. To select an option type the desired choice (1- 5) and then RETURN (key). A number 
other than 1-5 will cause an input requirement message to appear and another chance to enter 1-5 is 
made available. 
Option 1 - Read in new oDerating parame ters: 
If you have a file containing a selectable parameter set that you want to use, choose this 
option. This file would have been previously generated by saving the parameter set using 
option 15 of the parameter modification menu. You will frst  be queried whether the file is 
New (N) or Existing (E). the file is Existing (E). If you indicate that the file is existing, 
you will be queried for the file name. Some systems are sensitive to upper and lowercase 
differences in file names. After specifying the filename, you are returned to the main 
menu. If you indicate that the file is new, default file parameters are assigned. 
ODtion 2 - Show current operating parameters: 
This option lists the current selectable parameter set. Use this option to verify the proper 
selectable parameter set prior to execution of the program. After parameter set review, you 
are returned to the main menu. 
This option leads to the parameter modification menu described below. The options similar 
to main menu options 1-5 are available in the parameter modification menu. You can 
return to the main menu from the parameter modification menu. 
The Run program option executes the computational portion of the program, using the 
current selectable parameter set. Results obtained are output to the screen for review and to 
the file LDATA for further processing or review. Any additional "runs" in the session will 
be tacked on to the end of file LDATA. (Macintosh only: If the program is terminated and 
rerun the old LDATA file will be erased and a new LDATA file started. If you desire to 
keep the information in contained in LDATA, rename LDATA prior to running LASCAT 
again.) After computations are completed or a termination condition is met, the p r o p m  
returns to the main menu. 
The propam is exited. If using the Macintosh remember the caution concerning LDATA, 
as noted above in the Option 4 section. 
Option 3 - Change operating parameters: 
Option 4 - Run program: 
ODtion 5 - Exit program: 
LASCAT Parameter Modification Menu 
The LASCAT parameter modification menu section provides detailed instructions on the 
use of the parameter modification menu. It is assumed that the LASCAT Tutorial has been 
reviewed. The LASCAT parameter modification menu is encountered when option 3 of the main 
menu is chosen and has eighteen options available. Each option is detailed below. To select an 
option type the desired choice (1- 18) and then RETURN. A number other than 1- 18 will cause an 
input requirement message to appear and another chance to enter 1-18 is made available. The 
default file parameter set is the parameter set is instituted at the start of the program. 
1 
Qption 1 - Change monolith physical dimensions 
A number of physical dimensions (see diagram below) are queried for in this section. A 
description of each dimension and the associated restrictions are listed. Values that 
represent a valid physical situation and meet the listed restrictions should not cause any 
problems. A number of constraint for given below. The promam assumes mo nolith * 
Channels are saua re, Remember that the system under study can be scaled up or down. 
For instance, a monolith with an inlet gas flow rate of 1 liters/sec and a face (H x V) of 
100 xl00 mm can be scaled up to an inlet gas flow rate of 4 literdsec and a face of 200 x 
200mm. The other dimensions (H,W, and A) are held the same. 
Monolith horizontal face dimension (mm), H, 10 I H S lo00 
Monolith vertical face dimension (mm), V, 10 5 V I loo0 
Monolith channel wall thickness (mm), T, T I H, T I V 
Monolith channel opening dimension (mm) , W, W I H ,  W I V 
Monolith active layer thickness (mm) , A , A I W/2 
Default file dimension values(mm) are H=V=100.0, T4 .50 ,  W 4 . 0 0 ,  and A4 .25  
Monoliths with squa re cha nnels but with ci rcular. oval. etc.. s haped facces ca n be 
modelled. For these nonstandard shapes, determine the dimensions ( H x V ) of a square 
faced monolith that has an equivalent facial area and use the calculated H and V in the 
program. 
The program allows for the laser operating gas to contain He, Ar, C02, 02 ,  CO, and N2 
gases. The species mole fraction is defined as the mole percent divided by 100. For 
example, 10 mole% N2 corresponds to a mole fraction of 0.10. Each mole fraction must 
be between 0 and 1. Mole fractions for He, Ar, C@, 0 2  are quieried for when this option 
is chosen. Stoichiometric ratios of 02:CO (1:2) are assumed; the input mole fraction of 0 2  
is used to calculate the CO mole fraction. The mole fraction of 0 2  is limited to 0.03 
(3%).The sum of the mole fractions must add up to 1; N2 mole fraction is calculated using 
the mole fractions of the other species. The default file values for mole fractions are 
He=0.20, Ar=O.O, C02=0.37, 0 2 4 . 0  1, C04.02, and N2=0.40. 
@tion 3 - Chanoe inlet gas volumemc flow rate; 
Inlet gas volumemc flow rate (liters/sec) is queried for in this option. The inlet flow rate is 
assumed to be at the temperature specified in option 4. Although there is no upper limit on 
the inlet gas flow rate, if the flow rate results in a Reynolds (Re) number > 2300, the 
computational portion of the program will be terminated. The default file value is 0.25 
litershec. 
Inlet gas temperature (K) is quierid for in this option. The acceptable range of temperature 
is 200 to 700 K. Gas temperature is updated along the length of the monolith. If the gas 
temperature reaches 700 K along the length of the monolith the computational portion of the 
program will be terminated. The default file inlet gas temperature is 300 K. 
Inlet gas pressure (kPa) is quieried for in this option. The acceptable range for inlet gas 
pressure is 0.1 to 350 kPa. The pressure is updated along the length of the monolith. If 
the gas pressure exceeds 350 kPa or drops below O.lkPa along the length of the monolith 
the computational portion of the program will be terminated. The default file value is 
101.325 kPa ( latm ). 
Catalyst activation energy (J/mol) is quieried for in this option. The acceptable range for 
catalyst activation energy is between 0 and 300,000 J/mol. The default file value is 39700 
J/mol. 
ODtion 2 - Change inlet pas composition: 
ODtion 4 - Change inlet gas temDerature: 
Optior. 5 - Chanoe inler oas uressure: 
Option 6 - Change catalvst activation enerm: 





2 A  
Catalyst reaction rate constant (mrn3igcat-sec) [referenced to 298 K] is quieried for. The 
catalyst activation energy must be greater than zero. The default file value is 123.4 
mm3/gcat-sec. 
Catalyst active layer density (g/mm3) is quieried for in this option. The catalyst active layer 
density must be greater than zero. The default file value is 5e-04 g/m3. 
Four quantities, macropore and micropore radius and macropore and micropore void- 
fractions, are queried for in this option. 
Define macropore radius (nm) = Rh4ACRO Default value= 500 nm 
Define micropore radius (nm) = RMICRO Default value= 12 nm 
Define macropore void-fraction = EMACRO Default value= 0.48 
Define micropore void-fraction = EMICRO Default value= 0.24 
Acceptable ranges: RMICRO < FWACRO, EMACRO + EMICRO I 1.0 
Type of monolith thermal operation (adiabatic/isothermal ) is quieried for in this option. For 
isothemal operation the gas and the monolith section are maintained at (or very close to)the 
gas inlet temperature specified in option 4. Default file operation mode is adiabatic. 
Type of output profile is quieried for in this option. Only the initial and final values 
(temperature, pressure, and 02 concentration) are output in the summary option. In the full 
option, the values are specified for each display interval as specified in option 13. Default 
file value is Full. See LASCAT Tutorial for an example. 
Option 12 - ChanPe termination variable (Co nversionhnmh 1: 
The termination condition (02  conversion or monolith length) is queried for in this option. 
If 0 2  conversion is chosen, the termination percent conversion ( 0-100 %) is required to be 
specified The default 0 2  conversion is 2.5 96 If the monolith length option is chosen, the 
monolith length (5-4000mm) is required to be specified. The default monolith length is 
5mm. See LASCAT Tutorial for an example. 
Computaion display interval (CDI) is quieried for in this option. The display interval 
specifies the reporting interval for temperature, pressure, and 0 2  Concentration. The 
specified display interval may be over overriden if too many computational loop iterations 
(>250) are required to meet the specified &splay interval. The default file value is 5mm. 
This option lists the current selectable parameter set. Use this option to verify the proper 
selectable parameter set prior to execution of the program, After parameter set review, you 
are returned to the parameter modification menu. This option is similar to option 2 of the 
main menu. 
This opnon aliows the user to save the current operating parameter set to file. The file 
name and the file status (new or existing) are required to be specified. The main menu's 
opnon 1 allows parameter set Nes to be installed as the current selectable parameter set. 
The "Run program" option executes the computational portion of the program, using the 
current selectable parameter set. Results obtained are output to the screen for review and to 
the file D A T A  for further processing or review. Any additional "runs" in this session will 
be tacked on to the end of file LDATA. (Macintosh only: Jf the prozram is terminated a nd 
rerun the old LDATA file will be erased and a new LDATA file started. If you desire to 
keep the information in contained in LDATA, rename LDATA prior to running LASCAT 
again.) After computations are completed or a termination condition is met, the p r o p m  
returns to the main menu. This option is identical to option 4 of the main menu. 
Oution 8 - Change cata lvst act ive lave r densix 
optio n 9 - Chance macro/micro Do re radius & void-fractiox 
ODtion 10 - Change thermal operat ion (Adiabaticfisotbal ); 
Qption 11 - Change oum ut profile (Full/ Sum maw ); 
Option 13 - Change comuutation disulav interval: 
ODtion I4 - Show current operating. uarameters: 
Oution 15 - S a w  current operatino urnmeters: 
@tion 16 - Run Dromm: 
ODtion 17 - Return to main menu: 
3 
Returns to the main menu. See main menu seciton above. 
The program is exited. If using the Macintosh remember the caution concerning LDATA, 
as noted above. 
ODtion 18 - Exit promrn; 
4 
, 
Appendix 4 - program listing 1 
2 C Written by 
3 C Keith Guinn. Seth Goldblum Dr. Richard Herz,and Ed Noskowski - - _ _ ~ _  
4 C Department of AMES / Chemical Engineering B-010 
5 C University of California, San Diego 
6 C La Jolla, CA 92093 
I C  
8 C Date revised-February 1989 
9 c  
10 C Funded by NASA's Langley Research Center GRANT 
11 c 
12 C Fortran Software Compatibility 
13 C MICROSOFT FORTRAN Version 2.2 (MACINTOSH PLUS,%, & 11) 
14 C ABSOFT MacFORTRAN/020 Version 2.3 (MACINTOSH 11) 
15 C This program is FORTRAN 77 compatible. 
16 C 
17 C Editing program used: QUED Version 1.53 (MACINTOSH) 
18 C 
19 C Program listing outline line numbers 
No. NAG-1-823 
20 C 1. Program information and table of contents 2 -35 
21 C 1. Indentifiers 36 -153 
22 C 2. Program Algorithm/Restrictions 154 -297 
23 C 3. Program LASCAT 298 -1450 
299 -322 
25 C B. Introduction/purpose 323 -357 
26 C C. Default/read/write parameters 358 -457 
27 c D. Main-menu, Sub-menu 457 -551 
28 C E. Parameter input section, write parameters 552 -981 
29 C F. Initialize physical properties 982 -1038 
30 C G. Step size check loop 1039 -1116 
31 C H. Main computational loop 1162 -1409 
32 C 4. Subroutines: RK4,FUNC, LINES, HEADER 1451 -1906 
33 c TCON, PROP,VIS, FXNl 
34 c FXN2, FXN3, FXN4 
35 c 
24 C A. Variable declaration 






















A-REACTION RATE CONSTANT OF ACTIVE CATALYST MATERIAL (mmA3/c-cat S) 
AMW-AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS MIXTURE 
AREF-VOLUMETRIC PUMPING RATE OF ACTIVE CATXYST AT 298K(mmA3/g-cat S )  
ASK-QUERY DIRECTION NUMBER 
AX (i, j )  -i, j=1->6** CROSS TERM MATRIX FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
EZEF-BZEP C??LViCTER 
CGX-MONOLITH CHANNEL 02 GAS CON:. AT POSITION X (mol/mn3) 
CGXTMP-MONOLITH CHAN. 02 GAS COKC. AT POSITION X-DX (mol/m"3) 
CGXZ-MONOLITH CHAN. 02 GAS CONC. AT POSITION X=O (mol/mn3) 
CHFLO-MONOLITH CHANNEL VOLUMETXIC FLOWRATE (m"3/S) 
CHGVEL-MONOLITH CHANNEL GAS VELOCITY ( R ' d S )  
CE.W-MONOLITH CHANNEL HYDRAULIC DIAMETER (m) 
CHSTV-MONOLITH CHANNEL SWACE AREA TO V O L W  ( l / l I D l l )  
CHWP-MONOLITH CHANNEL WETTED PERIMETER (m) 
CMCWT-CHARACTERISTIC MCWT (m) 
CONSTl,CONST2,CONST3,CONST4,CONST5-RESULT HOLDING CONSTANTS 
CONST5,CONST6,CONST7,CONST8,CONST9-ESUT HOLDING CONSTANTS 
CONSTA,CONSTB,CONSTD,CONSTE,CONSTF,CONSTC-ESmT HOLDING CONSTS 
(g/mole) 
CDI=CO?E3TATION D I SPLAY IhTzXvYL ) 
THIS I S  A HOLDING CONSTAhT T3 DETERKINE DCGX 
CH, CH1, CH2 - CHARACTER*l Dummy Variable 
ORIGINAL PAGE I§ 
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58 C CONV-CONVERSION OF OXYGEN IN MONOLITH CHANNEL ( % )  
59 C CONVX-CONVERSION OF OXYGEN AS FUNCTION OF X ( % )  
60 C CONVXZ-CONVERSION OF OXYGEN AT X=O ( % )  
62 C CPGAS-HEAT CAPACITY OF BULK GAS MIXTURE; ( J / K - g )  
63 
64 C CPSUP-HEAT CAPACITY OF MONOLITH SUPPORT (J/K-g) 
65 C CSX-MONOLITH CHAN. WALL 02 GAS CONC AT POSIT. X (mol/m"3) 
66 
67 C D (i) , i=1-6-BINARY DIFF COEFF FOR 02 in i 298K,latm (mA2/s) C 
68 C DAB-DIFFUSIVITY OF 02 IN BULK GAS (mA2/S) 
69 C DABEFF-EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY OF 02 IN WASHCOAT (m"2/S) 
70 
71 C DENGAS-DENSITY OF BULK GAS MIXTURE (g/mA3) 
72 C DENGSR-REFERENCE DENSITY OF BULK GAS MIXTURE (g/IIUf"') 
73 C DENCAT-DENSITY OF CATALYST WASHCOAT (g/mA3) 
74 C DENSUP-DENSITY OF MONOLITH SUPPORT (g/mA3) 
75 
76 C DFGX- CHANGE IN FGX FOR A CHANGE DX (MOL/S) 
77 C DKMICR--SEN DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN MICROPORES ( m A 2 / S )  
78 C DKMACR-KNUDSEN DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN MACROPORES ( m A 2 / S )  
79 C DMICRO-EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN MICROPORES (m"2/S) 
80 C DMACRO-EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN MACROPORES (ItUl'L*2/S) 




61 C CP(i),i=1,6-HEAT CAPACITY OF SPECIES i AT TEMP. TGX (J/K-g) 
C CPCAT-HEAT CAPACITY OF CATALYST WASHCOAT (J/K-g) 
C CSXZ-MONOLITH CHAN. WALL 0 2  GAS CONC AT POSIT X=o (mol/mA3) 
C DCGX-CHANGE IN CGX FOR A CHANGE DX(mol/mm"3) 
C DP-PRESS CHANGE ASSOC. WITH A CHANGE IN CHANNEL POSITION DX(atm) 
81 C DTGX-CHANGE IN TGX FOR A CHANGE DX(mol/m"3) 
C DXCHK-COUNTS # OF TIMES THROUGH THE LOOP DURING STEP SIZE CHECK 
C EMICRO-FRACTION OF TOTAL VOIDS IN PELLETS AS MICROPORES 
C EMACRO-FRACTION OF TOTAL VOIDS IN PELLETS AS MACROPORES 
86 C ENGACT-CATALYST REACTION ACTIVATION ENERGY(J/mol) 
87 c FZERO - INLET 02 MOLAR FLOWRATE (MOL/S) 
88 C FACTOR-PROFILE STEP SIZE FACTOR (integer) 
89 c FGX - MOLAR FLOWRATE OF 0 2  AT POSITION x (MOL/S) 
90 C FGXEND - OUTLET 02 MOLAR FLOWRATE (MOL/S) 
91 
92 
C F I L M  - NAME OF DATAFILE CONTAINING DEFAULT PARAMZTERS 
C FIXST - LOGICAL*l IS TRUE IF FIRST TIME THROUGH LOOP, AND 
93 c TPLSE IF ANYTXING ELSE 
94 C E-FS-T TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FROM GAS TO WALL (J /mA2-s -K)  
95 C HEATiiX- NEGATIVE CHANGE IN ENTHALPY FOR 02+2CO->CO2 FGACTION (J/mol) 
96 C I, J-INTEGER COUNTER 
97 C JU"-INTEGER- VALUE DETERMINES IF DX CAN BE FURTHER REDUCED 
98 C K-TEJZWGG GRS CONDUCTIVITY (J/m-s-K) 
99 C KC-N"-SS TXWSZR COEFFICIENT (m/S) 
121 C ZY!-MX - TFZW-XL COhTUCTICITY OF TEE BLLK GAS NIXTURE 
103 C KCE-XOPY'OLITH CF-s;lh'sL HEIGHT (m) 
io4 C KCST-NDNOLITH CXAXL'NEL SUPPORT WALL THICKNESS (m) 
195 C MCW-MONOLITH C.BANIGZ WIDTH (m) 
106 C MCWT-MONOLITH C K W L L  WASHCOAT THICKNESS (ICUlI) 
107 C WDH-MONOLITE HOXZONTAL FACE DIKENSION (m) 
108 C bFDV-M3NOLITH VZRTICAL FACE DIMENSION (ItUl'L) 
110 C MONOL-COWUTATION LOOP CWLETION MONOLITH LENGTH (m) 
111 C MVFLO-MONOLITH VOLUMETRIC GAS FLOWRATE (m" 3/ S )  
113 C MW(i)-i->l, 6** MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF CcMpONp,NT GASES (gmS/mOle) 
114 C N-EFFECTIVESS FACTOR FOR CATALYST WASHCOAL (NONDIM) 
c ~ ~ . ? ~ - 7 t C ) r  -&hUd --e;. TEJZWf GAS CONDUCTIVIT ( J/mtA2-S-K) 
(mW/cn K )  
I C 2  C M F I N  - BOOXEY4.N "SXPESSION. TRUE WHzEj USER IS IN MPJN mNU 
109 C MOLTLO - M o m  FLOhXTE OF BULK GAS THROUGH MONOLITH (M/s) 
112 C MVFLZ-INLET MONOLITH VOLUMETRIC GAS FLmTE(mA3/S) 
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115 C NOCHM-NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN MONOLITH 
116 C NOCHV-NUMBER OF CHANNELS VERTICALLY IN MONOLITH 
117 
118 C 02ZERO-MONOLITH INLET OXYGEN CONCENTRATION (%02) 
119 
120 C P-DO LOOP VARIABLE 
121 C PZERO-INLET PRESSURE OF GAS MIXTURE (atm) 
122 
123 C Q-HOLDING CONSTANT 
124 C R-GAS CONSTANT (J/mol-K) 
126 C RMICRO-AVERAGE MICROPORE RADIUS (Cm) 
127 C RMACRO-AVERAGE MACROPORE RADIUS (Cm) 
128 C S-TAB CHARACTER 
129 C SS-CARRIAGE RETURM CHARACTER 
130 C SSS-A OR I FOR ADIABATIC OR ISOTHERMAL-CHARACTER 
131 C SSS1-P OR S FOR PROFILE OR SUMMARY-CHARACTER 
132 C SSS2-0 OR L FOR 02 CONVERSION OR MONOLITH LENGTH-CHARACTER 
133 C T-GAS TEMPERATURE FOR VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
134 C TCON(i, j)-i->l, 6**, j->2,7***,THERMAL COND. OF COMPONENT GASES 
135 C AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES (mW/cm-K) 
136 C TCONT (i) -i->l, 6**THERM COND.OF COMPONENT GASES, @TEMP T (mW/Cm*K) 
C NOCHH-NUMBER OF CHANNELS HORIZONTALLY IN MONOLITH 
C ONCE-INTEGER-DETERMINES IS THIELE STATEMENT HAS BEEN WRITTEN 
C PRESS-PRESSURE OF GAS MIXTURE IN THE C"NEL(atm) 
125 C RE - Reynold's number (dimensionless) 
137 C TGX-MONOLITH CHANNEL BULK GAS TEMPERATURE AT POSIT. X (K) 
138 C THIELE-SLAB THIELE MODULUS FOR CATALYST WASHCOAT (NONDIM) 
139 C TREF-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REF TEMP=298K (K) 
140 C TSX-MONOLITH CHANNEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT POSIT. X (K) 
141 C TSXZ-MONOLITH CHANNEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT POSIT. X=o (K) 
142 C TZERO-MONOLITH INLET GAS TEMPERATURE (K) 
143 C VISC (i, j )  -i->l, 6**, j->2,7***,VISCOSITY OF COMPONENT GASES 
144 C AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES (centipoises) 
145 C VISCT(i)-i->1,6** VISCOS OF COW GASES @ TEMP T(centip0ise.s) 
146 C VISCTC-COMPOSITE GAS VISCOSITY (centipoises) 
147 C X-MONOLITH CHANNEL POSITION (m) 
148 C XZ-MONOLITH CHANNEL POSITION AT X=o (m) 
14.9 C Y (i) -i->l, 6** MOLE FRACTION OF COMFONENT GASES (ps/mole) 
i50 C Y10,Y20,Y30,Y40,Y50,Y6O-HOLDING CONSTAKTS FOR Y (ills 
1 i - r i  c 1  C * * l = H e ,  2 = k ,  3=C02, 4=CO, 5=02, O=N2 
152 C ***2=200, 3=300, 4=400, 5=500, 6=600, 7=700K 
153 C 
154 C*********** PROGRAM ALGORITHM/RESTRICTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
155 C -Declare variables 
-30 C -Open outpnt  e t a  file "LDATA" using nit 25 
157 C -Eis?,lay ixroccczion on screen 
3 8  C -Read in velues of default operatins pazaeters 
1 qc C 
163 C perznezers 
161 C -Display m e i r .  xenu, query for desired oprion (1-5) 
162 C 1-Read in new operating parameters 
163 C -Query for file from which to read from 
164 C -Read in values from file 
165 C -Return tc rain menu 
i 6 6  C 2-Show current operating parameters 
167 C -Display operating parameter summary table, this includes some 
168 C calculated values 
169 C -Return to main menu 
:70 C 3-Change operating parameters 
171 C -Drop to suSmenu, query for desired option (l-la), if not 1-18 
- - r  
-Compute some Geometric and record stzrzing vaiues using defaulz 
3 
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214 c 
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A f t e r  each section i s  completed re turn  t o  
-1 Change monolith physical dimensions (mm) 
-Input monolith face dimensions (ve r t i ca l  C horizontal)  
range : >=1 Om, <=lo 0 Om 
-Input monolith channel w a l l  thickness, inner  channel 
dimension, ac t ive  layer thickness 
range: support wallthickness 
range: inner  channel dimension 
range: ac t ive  l a y e r  thickness < 0.5 * ( support w a l l )  
< e i t h e r  v e r t .  o r  horiz face 
< either v e r t  or  horiz face 
-Recompute some geometric parameters using new dimensions 
-2 Change I n l e t  Gas Composition(mo1e f rac t ions)  
-Input mole f rac t ions  of He ,  Ar, C02, and 02 
-Mole f r ac t ion  of CO i s  set t o  twice t h a t  of 02 
-Mole f r ac t ion  of N2 i s  computed t o  make mole f r ac t ion  
sum equal t o  one 
range:each mole f rac t ion  >=O and <=I, 
sum mole f rac t ions  =1 
-3 Change i n l e t  gas volumetric f lowra te( l / s )  
-Input i n l e t  volumetric flowrate 
range: volumetric flowrate >O 
-4 Change i n l e t  gas temperature(Kelvin1 
-Input i n l e t  gas temperature 
range: temperature >=200K and <=700K 
-5 Change i n l e t  gas pressure (@a) 
-Input i n l e t  gas pressure (@a) 
range: pressure 0.1-350 @a 
-6 Change ca t a lys t  ac t iva t ion  energy(J/mol) 
-Input c a l t a l y s t  ac t iva t ion  energy (J/mol) 
-7 Change ca t a lys t  react ion rate constant(mA3/gcat-s) 
range: ac t iva t ion  energy >O and <300000 
- 3 p u t  react ion rate constant 
range: react ion r a t e  >O 
-8 ",age catalyst ac t ive  layer densi ty(g/mA3) 
-Input  dens i ty  
-9 Change macrohicro  pore radius & void-fraction 
range: density >O 
-Input macro/micro pore radius  
--r...n.-* macro/micro void-fraztions 
range: radius  >O , microQnacro 
zti9e : smL <=I , void-fract ionsh0 
- l C  Ckange t h e m a l  operation (Ac!i&atic/Isotne~mmal) 
-11 Change 0ct212t p r o f i l e  (Full/ Suncriary) 
-12 Change termination var iable  (Conversion/Lenqtth) 
-3pu: optiox A / I  ox a / i  
7 - ~ O p u z  -.. option P/S or  p / s  
- Input  termination option 02  conversion(0) o r  monolith 
monolith lenght (L)  . I f  (0) i s  chosen, spec i f i c  
tenrx-m.cior! conversion ( % 0 2 ) .  I f  (L)  i s  chosen specify 
monolith len. ; th(m).  02% conversion range >0,<100%. 
Monolith lenpih range >5, C4000m.  
range: computation display in te rva l  <=lOOmm 
-13 Change computation display i n t e r v a l ( m )  
-Input coxputation display i n t e r v a l ( m )  
-14 Show current  operating parameters 

























































- 7 -  p 
L 1 -  b 
-Displays current operating parameters 
-Query for name of file which current operatings parameters 
-15 Save current operating parameters 
-16 Run program 
will be saved. Unit 24 is used. 
-Executes computational loop until desired termination 
condition is reached. See below for details. 
-17 Return to main menu 
-18 Exit program 
-See above for options in main menu 
-Terminates program 
4-Run program 
-Executes computational loop until desired termination condition 
is reached. See below for details. 
5-Exit program 
-Run program details: 
-Computation of average molecular weight and gas density 
-Computation of parameters needed for thermal conductivity and 
viscosity calculations 
-computation of channel volumetric flowrate and channel gas velocity 
-initialize some physical properties parameters 
-step size computational loop ( 2 loop passes) 
-compute gas density,channel flow and velocity 
-compute bulk diffusivity andthemal conductivity 
-compute viscosity of gas and heat capacity of gas 
-compute transport parameters and rxn rate 
-compute thiele modulus and effectiveness factor 
-compute Reynolds number and conversion 
-perform Runge-Kutta integration 
-update variables 
-return to beginning of step size computational loop 
-compute step size to produce approx .04% change per loop iteration 
-initialize some physical properties parameters 
-main computational loop (continue until termination criteria met) 
-check if termination criteria are met, if so exit loop 
-co;;..pute gas density,channel flow and velocity 
-compute bulk diffusivity andthemal Conductivity 
-compute viscosity of gas and heat capacity of gas 
-compute transport parameters and rxn rate 
-ccnpute thiele modulus and effectiveness factor 
-cqxite Reynolds r.mber and conversion 
- ??,,l.-(zo v<-,  screen .=?c file) neaaer if E z s z  tine tlhzou9h 
- p r i n t  (to screen ar,c file) parameters a= desired ir,zel?ral 
-perfom Runge-Kxtta integration 
-update variables 
-step size check section, if conversion per sze? is < 0.086, then 
-parameter value boundary check, if out of bounds, exit loop 
-returri to beginning of main computational lcop 
red.xe step size ( / 5 )  and increase display faCtOr(*5) 
-final coxpilted values output section 
-reset some imporcant variable values 
-return to main menu 
-end of program 
-subroutines 
-RK4, fourth order Runge-Kutta 
-FURC, support for RK4 
Appendix 4 - program listing 
ORIGIMAL FASE IS' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
286 C -LINES, w r i t e s  a specif ied no. of l i n e s  
287 C -HEADER, writes  a portion of the header t o  screen and f i l e  
288 C -TCON, computes thermal cond. of each species and a specifed temp 
289 C -PROP, computed v iscos i ty  and thermal conductivity of gas 
290 C -VIS, computes the  viscosi ty  of each species a t  a spec i f ied  temp 
291 C -OUTPUT, write  a portion of the header t o  screen and f i l e  
292 C -FXN1, computes e f f ec t ive  d i f fus iv i ty  of gas mixture 
293 C -FXN2, computes heat capacity of gas mixture 
294 C -FXN3, computes d i f fus iv i ty  of 02 i n  mixture 
295 C -FXN4, computes average molecular weight 
296 C 
2 97 
298 C PROGRAM LASCAT 
3 00 
301 
302 INTEGER FACTOR, ONCE 
303 REAL*8 MFDH,MCW,MCH, MCWT, CMCWT,MCST, CHWP, CHSTV, CHHD 
304 REAL*8 TZERO, 02ZERO,MVFLO, COW, CHFLO, CHGVEL,MONOL, SUM 
305 REAL*8 CGX, CSX, TGX,TSX,TREF,X,DX,DCGX,DTGX,AREF,A, CDI 
306 REAL*8 KC, DENGAS, DENGSR, DENCAT, DENSUP, CPGAS, CPCAT, CPSUP 
301 REAL*8 N, HEATRX,ENGACT,R,THIELE,DAB,DABR,DABEFF,L?iMBMX 
308 
309 REAL*8 CONSTD, CONSTE, CONSTF, XO (3), XNEW ( 3 )  
310 REAL*8 MICRO, EMACRO, RMICRO, RMACR0,MFDV 
311 REAL* 8 DKMICR, DKMACR, DMICRO, DMACRO 
3 12 CHARACTER"1 
313 CHARACTER*20 FILNAM, S 
314 REAL*8 T,Y (6) ,TCONDC,VISCTC,Y1O,Y2O,Y3O,Y40,Y5O,Y60 
315 REAL*8 MW(6) ,MOL??LO,MVFLZ,PZERO 
3 16 REAL*8 VISC(6,2:7) ,AX(6,6) 
317 -*8 VISCT(6),TCONT(6),AMW,PRESS,D(6),DP 
3 18 REAL*8 CONST5, CONSTQ, CONST6, CONST7, CONST8, CP (6) 
319 REAL*8 FGX, DPGX, FZERO, FGXEND, NOCHV, NOCHH, NOCHM 
320 REAL* 8 CONVXZ, XZ, CGXZ, CSXZ, TSXZ, RE 
32 i IITEGER I, C, 3 I S T A ,  CONSTB, CONSTC, DXCFX, JUMP 
322 LOGICAL*i FIXST, F A I N  
323 C+*****IntrOd~ction*"*********************************************** 
299 C***+f*****Declare va~i~les*f* f f f f f * f*"+"********************************  
COMMON /BLKl/ KC, CHSTV,MCH,MCW, CSX, CGX, CHFLO, CPGAS 
COMMON /BLK2/ VISCTC, CHGVEL, CHHD, H, TSX, DENGAS 
REAL*8 H, K, KREF, CONST1, CONST2, CONST3, P, Q, CONVX,ASK 
SS, SSS, SSS1, SSS2, BEEP, CH, CH1, CH2 
324 c 
32 6 m T E  (*, * )  ' ****** PROGRAM LASCAT ******* 1 
327 h i =  (", " )  
328 he-&& (", * )  I The pzpose  of t h i s  proqram i s  r o  calculaze I ,  
329 2 'zhe cas corcex ra t ion  and' 
333 
331 2 I of E CO2 l a s e r .  Tne' 
2 2 L  h;pL'iS (* ,  * )  ' C 0 2  ceconposes when the l a se r  i s  pulsed. The CO I ,  
3 33 2 'anc! 02 pro5uced as a r e s u l t '  
3 34 WRITE,(",*) ' o f  pulsing are  detrimental t o  the e f f i c i e n t  opera ' ,  
335 2 ' r i o ~ .  of tho l a s e r .  T'ne' 
:o h i T E , ( * , * )  'recoirdination react ion i s  CO +1/2 02 -> C02. I ,  
331 
338 
339 2 ' ca t a lys t  sect ion under various'  
340 hXTE (", * )  'gas compositions, tmpera tures ,  ca t a lys t  I ,  
341 2 ' a c t i v i t i e s  gas flowrates, oxygen I 
342 WRITE (*, *) 'conversion, monolith face and length dimensions. I ,  
Open Data f i l e  which w i l l  be used for  output. 
325 OPEN( UNIT=25, FILE='LDATA', STATUS="EW') 
7----=9 
Fiii=T"; (*, * )  ' fesezat l l l re  2 r o f i l e s  of a monolith ca t a lys t  s ec t ion ' ,  
-.I 
- - . r  
2 ' This progrm provides the 
WRITE(*,*) 'means t o  model the  perfomance of a monolith I ,  
6 
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i Q R  a"" 
2'Results can indicate if ' 
WRITE (*, * )  'constraints such as conversion, maximum gas temper', 
2'ature, monolith weight ' 
WRITE(*,*)'are satisfied and how the system parameters may be', 
2 '  altered to meet these' 
WRITE(*,*)'constraints. 
2' to tailor the monolith' 
WRITE(*,*) 'design. 
2'starting point for  the design' 
WRITE(*,*)'process. 
2' chosen may be made prior' 
WRITE(*,*) 'to execution of the computational portion of the', 
2 '  program.' 
CALL LINES (5) 
WRITE (*, * )  ' 
READ(*,621) S 
Parameters and options may be altered', 
Default values can also be used as a I ,  
A review of the parameters and options', 
(HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE)' 
621 FORMAT(A) 
622 FORMAT(A1) 
C FIRST TIME THROUGH, SKIP OVER QUERY FOR READING PARAMETER FILE 
C Default values for parameters 
C First see if operating parameters are already available in a data 
C file. 
9000 WRITE (*, * )  
BEEP= CHAR(7) 
GO TO 2119 
WRITE(*,*) 'Read in data from existing parameter file ? (Y/N) '
READ(*,621) CH 
IF ((CH.EQ. 'Y') .OR. (CH.EQ. 'y')) THEN 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE(*,*)'What is the name of the existing parameter file?' 
WRITE ( * , * I  'to be opened?' 
READ (*, 621)FILNAM 
OPEN (UNIT=2 3, FILE=FILNAM, STATUS= ' OLD ' ) 
C If existing data file exists, read in data. 
E4.E (23, *) E D H  
FEAD (23, *)MFDV 
READ (23, *)MCST 
READ (23,*)MCw 
READ (23, *)MCH 
READ (23, * ) M m  
~~ (23, " )  Y (1) 
:e23 (23, * )  Y (2) 
7- (23, * )  v (3) 
E 3 3  (23, * )  Y (4) 
W(23,')Y (5) 
REziD (23, * )  Y (6) 
READ (2 3, * ) PZERO 
(23,622) SSS 
READ (23,622) SSSl 
EAD (23,622) SSS2 
PEAD (23, *)COW 
E\EAD(23,*)MONOL 
READ (23, * ) E X A C T  
=AD (23, * ) m F  
EAD (23, * )  TZERO 
READ (23, *)MVFLZ 
7 
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ORlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
4 00 READ (23, *)FACTOR 
401 READ (23, * )  DX 
4 02 READ (23, * )  DENCAT 
4 03 READ (23, *)EMICRO 
404 READ (23, *) EMACRO 
4 05 READ (23, * )  M C R O  
406 READ (2 3, * ) RMACRO 
4 07 CLOSE (UNIT = 23) 
408 C If no external data file exists, then assign default values. 
4 09 ELSE 
































. .  . 







Default values being assigned.. . 
Y (1)=0.2 
Y (2) =o. 0000001 
Y (3) =O .37 





















4 4 2  C Coquze a fey x e c e c  s z m e t e r s :  
4 4 3  VIO=V (1) 
444 Y2C=Y (2) 
445 4130=Y (3) 
446 Y40=Y (4) 
4 4 1  Y50=Y (5) 
448 Y60=Y (6) 
449 02ZER3=1OO*Y (5) 
451 CESTV = CHhT / ( MCW * MCH ) 
4 52 C"D = 4 * ( MCW * MCE! ) / CHhT 
4 53 NOCHH = (EDH / (MCH+2*MCST)) 
4 54 PjOCHV = (M?DV / (MCN+2*ECST)) 
455 NOCHM = N O Z I W  * NOCIiH 
4 56 CDI=DX*FACTOR 
4 53 CKrn = 2 * ( N r n  + MCH ) 
8 
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457 9001 CONTINUE 
458 C Set FIRST equal t o  t r u e  the f i rs t  t i m e  through the  loop 
459 C so t h a t  a n  i n t i a l  parmeters may be viewed. 
4 60 FIRST = .TRUE. 
461 C P r i n t  O u t  Main Menu 
4 62 CAU L I N E S ( 1 7 )  
4 63 WRITE (*, 4 6 )  
464 4 6  FORMAT(1H ,TZO,'LASCAT Main Menu') 
4 65 MAIN = .TRUE. 
466 9011 WRITE(*,*) 
4 67 WRITE (*, * )  1) R e a d  i n  new operating parameters' 
4 68 WRITE (*, *) 2 )  Show current operating p a r a m e t e r s '  
4 69 WRITE (*,*) 3) C h a n g e  operating parameters' 
470 WRITE(*,*) 4 )  Run program' 
471 WRITE(*,*) 5) E x i t  program' 
4 72 WRITE (*, * )  
413 
475 ASK=O 
476 R e a d ( * , * )  ASK 
477 I F  (ASK.EQ. l )  GO TO 9000 
4 78 I F  (ASK.EQ.2) GO TO 9002 
479 I F  (ASK.EQ.3) GO TO 1 0 0  
4 80 I F  (ASK.EQ.4) GO TO 3 4 8  
481 I F  (ASK.EQ.5) GO TO 99999 
4 82 WRITE (*, * )  BEEP, BEEP, BEEP 
4 83 WRITE (*, * )  
4 84 WRITE(*,*) ' A number, 1 t o  5 ,  i s  required. ' 
4 85 WRITE (*, * )  
4 86 WRITE (*, * )  
4 87 GOTO 9011 
488 C O u t p u t  p a r a m e t e r s  t o  screen for  review 
489 9002 CALL OUTPUT (O,MCST,MFDH,ME'DV,MCW,"V,NOCHV,NOCHH,MCWT, 
4 90 -I- Y,  MVFLZ, TZERO, PZERO, D E N C A T , m F ,  ENGACT, 
a91 + E-WCRC, EYACRO, FMICRO, RMACRO, SSS, SSS1, SSS2, 
4 92 + CONV,MOKOL,DX, C D I )  
4 93 I F  ( P A I N )  T b T N  
4 94 GOTO 9001 
4 95 ELSE 
4 96 GOTO 100 
4 97 EhDIF 
WRITE (*, * )  T y p e  i n  number corresponding t o  choice above.' 
474 CALL L I N E S ( 1 2 )  
498 C***x**parZ.vpy= -yo-Lfication Se~~ion+*****+**+*****"******"*"xr*xx****~****%**%* 
(39 100 Lr-zf; = .";Lss. 
53c GzL L T h i S ( 9 )  
531 h i m  (", 73) 
5 2  73 FGXXAT ( i H  , Z G ,  ' 3 a r z ~ e t e r  Modif icat ion Menu' ) 
d 4q.2 Y d  
504 3 3 4  W T E ( * , * )  
505 WE(*,*) ' 1) Change monolith physical dimensions' 
506 FuXT";(*,*) ' 2)  C h a n g e  i n l e t  gas composition' 
557 WXTE(*,*)  ' 3) Chanqe i n l e r  gas volmet r ic  f l o w r a t e '  
528 WRITX (*, * )  ' 4 )  Ch&?ge i n l e t  qas teqperature' 
509 WRITE: ( * , * I  ' 5) Change i n l e t  gas pressnre' 
510 WRITE (*, * )  ' 6 )  Cnange catalyst act ivat ion energy' 
51: WRITE(*,*) ' 7 )  Change cztalyst reaction rate cons tan t '  
5 12 R T T E  (*, * )  ' 8)  Change catalyst active layer densicy ' 
513 W T E ( * , * )  ' 9)  Change macro/micro pore radius & void-fraction'  
h X E  ( * , * ) 
9 I 
10 
514 WRITE (*, * )  '10) Change thermal operation (Adiabatic/Isothermal) 
515 WRITE (*, * )  '11) Change output profile (Full/ Summary) 
516 WRITE (*, * )  '12) Change termination variable (Conversion/Length) '
517 WRITE (*, * )  '13) Change computation display interval 
518 WRITE (*, *) 
519 WRITE(*,*) '14) Show current operating parameters' 
520 WRITE (*, * )  '15) Save current operating parameters' 
521 WRITE(*,*) '16) Run program' 
522 WRITE(*,*) '17) Return to main menu' 
523 WRITE(*,*) '18) Exit program' 
524 WRITE (*, * )  
525 WRITE (*, * )  ' Type in number corresponding to choice above' 
526 WRITE (*, * )  
521 ASK=O 
528 READ(*,*) ASK 
529 IF (ASK.EQ.l) GOTO 1 0 1  
530 IF (ASK.EQ.2) GOTO 110 
531 IF (ASK.EQ.3) GOTO 1 2 0  
532 IF (ASK.EQ.4) GOTO 130 
533 IF (ASK.EQ.5) GOTO 140 
534 IF (ASK.EQ. 6)  GOTO 150 
535 IF (ASK.EQ.7) GOTO 160 
536 IF (ASK.EQ.8) GOTO 170  
531 IF (ASK.EQ.9) GOTO 180 
538 IF (ASK.EQ.lO) GOTO 200 
539 IF (ASK.EQ.ll) GOTO 210 
540 IF (ASK.EQ.12) GOTO 220 
541 IF (ASK.EQ.13) GOTO 230 
542 IF (ASK.EQ.14) GOTO 9002 
543 IF (ASK.EQ.15) GOTO 11000 
544 IF (ASK.EQ.16) GOTO 348 
545 IF (ASK.EQ.17) GOTO 9001 
546 IF (ASK.EQ.18) GOTO 99999 
547 FuTE (*, * )  BEEP, BEEP, BEEP 
548 FWTE (*, * )  
549 VTXITE(",*) A nmber, 1 to 18, is required. 
5 50 WiiTTTE (*, * )  
551 GOTO 334 
552 c************* PARAMETER INPUT SECTION************************ 
553 C INPUT MONOLITH PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
554 101 RUTE(*,*) 
-4" ..- EEST=XCST*2.0 
- i d  :;+c FVTTZ (", * )  ' Czrrer,t n m o l i t h  horizoztal 
557 F X E  (*, 1075) .F3E 
558 F K T E  (*, * )  
555 1075 FORHAT(' face Oension (m) = ',F8.3) 
562 1136 h I X ( * , * )  ' Ir,put new monolith norizontal face dimension.' 
561 FVTCTE (*,*) Value must be >=1Omm and <=lOOOmn. 
5 62 -(*,*) W D H  
5 63 IF ((MCDE.LT.10.0) .OR. (FDB.GT.1000.0)) GOTO 1136 
d i c ;  "d 
566 WRITE ( " , * I  ' Current monolith vertical' 
5 61 FXTE (*, 1076) W D V  
558 1076 FORmT(' face ciimension (m) = ',F8.3) 
569 FTTE (*, * )  
570 FWTE (*, * )  
- - -  
5 64 W R I Z  (*, * )  
F E Z  (", * )  
Appendix 4 - program listing ORbG!". PAGE IS 
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I 571 1137 WRITE(*,*) Input  new monolith vertical face dimension. 
572 WRITE(*, * )  V a l u e  must be >=lorn and <=lOOOmm. 
573 READ(*,*) MFDV 
514 I F  ((ME'DV.LT.10.0) .OR. (ME'DV.GT.1000.0)) GOTO 1137 
575 1 0 2  WRITE(*,*) 
516 WRITE (*, * )  
517 WRITE (*, * )  C u r r e n t  monolith channel t o t a l  
518 WRITE (*, 1 0 7 7 )  MCST 
579 1077 FORMAT(' w a l l  thicknes (mm) = ' ,F8.3) 
580 WRITE (*, * )  
581 WRITE(*, * )  
582 WRITE(* ,* ) '  Input  the  monolith channel t o t a l  w a l l '  
583 WRITE (*, *) I th ickness  (mm) . (Including active layer) ' 
584 READ(*,*) MCST 
585 I F  (MCST.LE.O.0) GO TO 102 
586 I F  ((MCST.GE.ME'DH) .OR. (MCST.GE.ME'DV)) THEN 
581 WRITE(*,*) '  W a l l  t h ickness  must be less t han  the monolith '  
588 WRITE (*, * )  face dimension! Right? L e t  us s tar t  over. 
589 GOTO 1 0 1  
590 ENDIF 
591 MCST = MCST / 2 . 0  
592 1 0 3  WRITE(*,*) 
5 93 WRITE (* , * ) C u r r e n t  square channel I 
5 94 WRITE (*, 1 0 7 8 )  MCW 
595 1 0 7 8  FORMAT(' opening dimension (mm) = ' ,F8.3)  
596 WRITE (*, * )  
5 97 WRITE (*, * )  I Input  new monolith square' 
5 98 WRITE (*, * )  channel opening dimension (mm) . 
599 READ(*,*) MCW 
600 I F  (MCW.LE.O.0) GO TO 1 0 3  
601 I F  ((MCW.GE.MFDH) .OR. (MCW.GE.ME'DV) ) THEN 
602 WRITE(* ,* ) '  C h a n n e l  opening must be less than  the monolith' 
603 WRITE(* ,* ) '  face dimension! Right? L e t  us start  over . '  
604 GOTO 1 0 1  
605 EhCIIF 
636 FCT1 = MCW 
607 1 0 4  WRITE(*,*) 
608 WRITE (*, * )  Current active layer th ickness '  
609 WRITE ( * , 1 0 7 9 )  MCWT 
610 1 0 7 9  FORMAT(' thickness (mm) = ',F8.3) 
611 F X T E  (*, *)  
6 12 h r T  (*, * )  
t.-3 VCLA (*, * )  I n p t  n o m L z h  cnamel active layer 
614 F;<?"; (*, * )  ' thickness (m) . A c t i v e  iayer c z n o t '  
615 h X E  (*, 1060) ECST*2.00 
616 1 0 8 0  FOR_Ns.." ( '  be greater z h a  I ,FS. 3, (m) , I )  
6 i 7  WCX (*, * )  ' ( 1 / 2  K O t d  w d l  thickness) ' 
618 READ(*,*) MCWT 
619 I F  ( (XCXT.LE. 0)  .OX. (ML"WT.GT.MCST) ) GO TO 1 0 4  
62 3 hFCTS(*,*) 
62 1 h X " E  (*, * )  
622 C Perfc-?n m m o l i t h  parameter cz lcu l t t ions  
623 8 9 0 0  C h W  = 2 * ( MCW + MCH ) 
624 CHSTV = CHW? / ( XCW * MCH ) 
625 NOCHH = ( E D H  / (NCHiZ*MCST)) 
62 6 NOCHV = (ITDV / (MCW+2*MCST)) 
627 CWiiD = 4.0*  ( M C W I I C H )  / C H W  
---- r -  .. 
11 
. . . .  . 
I 
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628 NOCHM = NOCHV * NOCHH 
62 9 GO TO 100  























































Define Moie f rac t ions  of species Y (i) 
The index of Y ( i )  correspond t o  the species. 
Species: l=He, 2=Ar, 3=CO2,4=COr 5=O2,6=N2. 
Wri te (* ,* ) '  Input section for  gas composition:' 
WRITE(*,*) 
Wr i t e (* ,* ) '  The mixture can consist  of only the  following' 
Wri te(*,*)  ' species:  He, Ar, C02, CO, 02, N2. All mole 
Wri te (* ,*) '  f rac t ions  must be greater than zero. The sum' 
WRITE (*, * )  of the  mole fract ions must be =l' 
WRITE (*, * )  Current mole fract ions:  I 
WRITE (*, 3231) Y (1) ,Y (2) ,Y (3) 
FORMAT(' He = ',F6.4,' Ar = ',F6.4,' C02 = ',F6.4) 
FORMAT(' CO = ',F6.4,' 02 = ',F6.4,' N2 = ',F6.4) 
WRITE (*, * )  
Write(*,*) 'Input gas mole f rac t ion  fo r  He' 
WRITE(*,3232) Y(4),Y(5)rY(6) 
Read(*,*) Y ( 1 )  
I f  (Y(1) .EQ.O.O) Y(1)=1E-7 
W r i t e ( * , * )  ' Input gas mole f rac t ion  fo r  Ar' 
Read(*, * )  Y (2)  
I f  (Y(2) .EQ.O.O) Y(2)=1E-7 
Write(*,*) ' Input gas mole f rac t ion  fo r  CO2' 
Read(*, *)  Y (3) 
If (Y(3) .EQ.O.O) Y(3)=1E-7 
WRITE (*, * )  
Write(*,*) ' Input gas mole f rac t ion  for  02' 
WRITE (*, * )  
Write(*,*)  'Gas mole f rac t ion  f o r  CO w i l l  be s e t  t o  twice t h a t '  
Write(*,*) 'of 02. 
Write(*,*)  'be produced from the dissociat ion of C02. I 
Write(*,*) 'Therefore, the stoichiometric 2:l r a t i o  app l i e s . '  
Wri te(*,*)  ' A l s o ,  the  mole f rac t ion  of 02 i s  l imited t o  a I 
Write ( * , * I  ' r r twimui i  of 0 .03  ( 3 . 0 % ) .  m i c a l l y  a C02 l a s e r s  
w r i t e ( * , * )  ' ou tpu t  is degraded 22 a 02  rr.ole f r a c t i o n  of 0 . 0 1 '  
Write (*, * )  ' (1.0%) .
T h i s  i s  because CO and 02 a re  presumed t o '  
Read(*,*) Y ( 5 )  
I F  (Y (5 )  .LE. 0.0) THEN 
Write(*,*) ' There must be 02 t o  convert ! ! I ,  EEEP,BEEP 
Write (", * )  ' 'ut in a mole f r a c t i o n  > 0 '  
GC"0 110 
Y m7-7 LhdLz 
IT ( Y ( 5 1  .LT.iE- 'I)  TXZN 
WXZ(*,*) Awfcl low 02 concentration. The problem i s '  
Write(*,*) ' no proble..! Put  i n  a mole fraczion >= E-?' 
Wrice ( * , * I  BEEP, BEEP 
G3TO l i 0  
EhDIF 
IT ( Y ( 5 )  .GT.0.0300001) T",N 
Wrixe(*,*) I Awful high 02 concentration, The l a s e r '  
Write(*,*) may explode! Shut it of f  i i i e d i a t e l y '  
Write(*,*) BEEP,BSEP 
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685 Y ( 4 )  =2.0*Y (5) 
686 02ZER-Y (5) *lo0 
687 Y ( 6 )  = 1 . 0 - Y  (5) -Y ( 4 )  -Y (3) -Y ( 2 )  -Y (1) 
688 I F  ( ( Y ( 6 )  .LT.O.O) .OR. ( Y ( 6 )  . G T . 1 . 0 ) )  GOTO 110 
689 I F  ( ( Y  ( 6 )  .LT.lE-7)  .AND. ( Y  ( 6 )  .GE.O) ) Y (6)=1E-7 
690 WRITE (*, * )  
691 C C h e c k  if res t r ic t ions  are m e t . I f  not,  force user t o  re input  values 
6 92 DO 1 1 2  I=1,5 
693 I F  ( ( Y ( I ) . L T . O ) . o r .  ( Y ( I ) . G T . l . O ) )  THEN 
694 WRITE (*, *) BEEP, BEEP 
695 WRITE (*, *) ' Invalid mole fractions.  T r y  again. 
696 WRITE (* ,*I  ' R e s t r i c t i o n s  are not m e t .  R e a d  below' 
697 Write (*, *) 
698 GOTO 110 
699 ENDIF 
700 1 1 2  C o n t i n u e  
701 WRITE (*, 2323) Y ( 6 )  









































7 -  
Y l O = Y  (1) 
Y20=Y (2)  
Y30=Y (3) 
Y40=Y ( 4 )  
Y50=Y (5) 
Y60=Y ( 6 )  
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  I ==> H i t  R e t  
WRITE ( * , * ) 
READ(*,621) S 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  
GO TO 100  
C Input  I n l e t  gas flowrate 
120 h X T E  (*, * I  
irn ?hen Finished V i e w i n g  <=-' 
WXTE (*, * )  ' C u r r e n t  i n l e t  volumetric' 
h X T E  (*, 1081) MWLZ 
1081 FORVAT ( -' flowrate = ' ,F8.3, ( l / s )  . I ) 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE(*,*) ' Input  monoli th  i n l e t  v o l u m e t r i c  f lowrate. '  
READ(*,*) MVFLZ 
I F  (AWLZ.LX.O.O) GO TO 1 2 0  
P 1;lp~t I - le t  cas t e rperz tue  
GC TO 1 c o  
1 3 0  FEiITE (*, * )  
tu?ZTE (*, * )  -' Currerit i n l e t  gas 
h X T E  (*, 1 0 5 2 )  TZERO 
1082 FOPMAT(' t eqera ture  = ' ,F8 .3 , '  (K),') 
FiIiITE (", " )  
h X T E  (*, * ) Inpnt  monolith i n l e t  gas temperature. 
h E T E ( * , * ) ' T e r n p e r a t u r e  must be >200K and <700K.' 
Y E 3 3  (*, *)  TZERO 
I F  ( (TZERO.EQ.0) .OR. (TZERO.LT.200) ) GO TO 1 3 0  
I F  (TZERC).GT. 700)  GO TO 1 3 0  
GOTO 100 
C Input  I n l e t  Gas P r e s s u r e  
1 4 0  hXTTE (*, * )  
PZERO=PZERO*101.325 
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7 42 WRITE(*,*) I Current  i n l e t  gas 
743 WRITE (*, 1083) PZERO 
744 1083 FORMAT( p r e s s u r e  = ' ,F8.3,  ' (ma) ' )  
745 WRITE(*,*) 
746 WRITE (*, * )  I n l e t  gas pressure must be between' 
747 WRITE(*,*) 0 . 1  and 350 kPa' 
748 WRITE (*, * )  Input  new i n l e t  gas pressure. 
749 READ(*,*) PZERO 
750 I F  ((PZERO.LT.O.1) .OR. (PZERO.GT.350.0)) GOTO 140 
751 C conver t  p r e s s u r e  back t o  am. 
152 PZERO=PZER0/101.325 
753 GOTO 100 
754 C Inpu t  c a t a l y s t  activation energy 
755 150 WRITE(*,*) 
756 WRITE (*, 1084) ENGACT 
757 1084 FORMAT ( ' Current  a c t i v a t i o n  energy = I ,  F11.3, (J/mol) , ' ) 
7 58 WRITE (*, *) ' M a x i m u m  activation energy (J/mol) = 300000' 
759 WRITE (*, * )  
7 60 
7 61 READ(*,*) ENGACT 
7 62 I F  ( (ENGACT.LE.O.0) .OR. (ENGACT.GT.300000) ) GOTO 1 5 0  
7 63 GO TO 1 0 0  
764 C Input  c a t a l y s t  reaction r a t e  constant 
765 160 WRITE(*,*) 
766 WRITE(*,*)' Current catalyst reaction rate' 
167 WRITE (*, 1085) AREF 
768 1085 FORMAT ( I  cons tan t  [ @  298 K ]  = ' ,F11.3, (mmA3/gcat-s), ) 
7 69 WRITE (*, * )  
770 WRITE (*, * )  ' Input  new c a t a l y s t  r e a c t i o n '  
771 WRITE (*,*) ' rate cons t an t  a t  298 K (mmA3/gcat-s) 
172 WRITE (*, * )  Rate must be greater than  ze ro '  
773 READ(*,*) LWF 
1 7 4  I F  (AREF.LE.O.0) GOTO 160 
715 GO TO 100 
776 C Input catalyst  active layer  dens i ty  
775 170  FJII'TS(",*) 
778 
779 h 7 T E  (*, 1086) DENCAT 
780 1086 FORMAT(' active l a y e r  = ' , E 1 0 . 4 , '  (g/mmA3),') 
7 82 
753 
! 6 3  IT (DZKCAr.LZ.C.0) =TO 170 
755 WETS (", " )  
767 G3TO 1 0 0  
782 C Input rLcro/r .acropore radii and void-fractions 
789 180 N?ITS(",*) 
? 92 WXTE (", * ) ' Ccrrent  average micropore ' 
79: h T T E  (*, 1087) W I C R O  
732 1087 TCRhG.T ( I  ra5ics = ,F9.4, (rzn) , I )  
7 93 ~ L E  ( * , * )  ' Illput new average micropore r a d i u s  (nm) I 
7 94 
7 95 READ (*, * )  RmCRO 
7 96 W J T E  (*, * )  
197  WRITE (*, * ' Current  average macropore 
798 h i T E  (*, 1088) RVACRO 
WRITE (*, * ) ' C a t a l y s t  a c t i v a t i o n  energy ( J / m o l )  ' 
hZZTE. (*, * ) ' Current  dens i ty  of c a t a l y s t  
781 WRITE (*, * )  
hXTTTE (*, * )  ' I npu t  d e n s i t y  of c t t t l y s t  active i a y e r  (g/mxA3) '
WCTZ (*, * )  '3ezsity mdst be geazer  t h a  zero '  -- - n * m  (", " )  -bzh-rA- 3n.l I % 
- r -  
--- 
WRITE (*, * )  ' Micro rac5us  must be greater than  ze ro '  
14 
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799 1088 FORMAT(' radius  = ' , F 9 . 4 , '  ( n m ) , ' )  
800 WRITE (*, * )  Input new average macropore radius  (nm) 
801 WRITE(* ,* ) '  Macro radius must be greater  than zero' 
802 READ(*,*) RMACRO 
803 WRITE (*, * )  
804 I F  ( (RMICRO.LE.O.0) .OR. (RMACRO.LE.o.0) ) GO TO 180 
805 I F  (RMICRO . GT . RMACRO) THEN 
806 WRITE(*,*) ' Hey Dude, What's the deal?' 
807 WRITE (*, *) You jus t  entered macropore radius  which i s '  
808 WRITE (*, f )  
809 WRITE (*, *) I T r y  again, big guy ! ! 
810 WRITE (*, * )  
811 GOTO 180 
8 12 ENDIF 
813 190 wRITE(* ,1089)  EMICRO 
814 WRITE (*, 1090) EMACRO 
815 1 0 8 9  FORMAT(' Current void-fraction as micropores I ,  F 6 . 3 )  
816 1 0 9 0  FORMAT ( '  Current void-fraction as macropores I ,  F 6 . 3 )  
817 WRITE (*, * )  
818 
819 WRITE(*,*) must be less than one (1) 
820 WRITE(* ,*) '  Void f rac t ions  must be >=O and <=1' 
821 WRITE (*, * )  
822 WRITE (*, *) ' Input void-fraction as micropores 
823 READ(*,*) EMICRO 
824 WRITE(*,*) I Input void-fraction as macropores 
825 READ(*,*) EMACRO 
826 WRITE (*, * )  
827 I F (  (EMICRO.LT.O.0) .OR. (EMACRO.LT.O.0)) THEN 
828 WRITE(*,*) ' You can ' t  have a negative void f r ac t ion '  
82 9 WRITE (*, * )  
830 WRITE (*, * )  
831 GOTO 1 9 0  
8 32 ENDIF 
E33 I F  (EMICRO+EMACRO. GT .1.0 ) T E N  
6 32 
835 W?.ITE(*,*) ' fractions rr.ust be less than one (1) ' 
836 WRITE (*, *) 
837 GOTO 1 9 0  
838 ENDIF 
939 WRITE (*, * )  
842 G3TO LOO 
Eil C 1r;put zhe-nal opecezion:  aeabat ic  cr isctne-mzl 
822 200 I F  (SSS.EQ.11 ' )  T E N  
943 K X T E  (", *)  ' CiL-rent operaZion i s  i s o t h e x a l  I 
E 4 4  
$<5 hXTE (*, * )  Current operation is adiabzt ic '  
846 END I F  
e17 F X T E  (*, * )  
848 WETS (*, * ' Isothe-mal (I) cr Adiabatic (A) operatior,? 
849 
E X !  FEAD(*,621) SSS 
85i I F  (SSS.EQ.'i') SSS = 'I' 
852 I F  (SSS .EQ. ' a ' )  SSS = ' A '  
e53 I F  ((SSS.NZ. '1') .AND. ( SSS.NE. ' A ' ) )  GOTO 200 
854 GO TO 1 0 0  
655 C Input output p r o f i l e  type: f u l l  o r  summary 
smaller than the  micropore rad ius  ! ! 
WRITE (*, *) The sum of micro and macropore void-fractions'  
F X T B ( * , * )  ' T'ne SILT, of micro a d  mcropcre vcid '  
h X T E ( * , * )  'Type  the  l e x e s  I o r  the  l e t t e r  A .  BIT P.EYLJT' 
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856 210 WRITE(*,*) 
857 WRITE (*, * )  I Full concentration and temperature profile (P)  or' 
858 2'summary (S )  ? '  
859 
8 60 READ (*, 621 SSSl 
861 IF (SSS1.EQ. Ip') SSSl = 'P' 
8 62 IF (SSSl.EQ.'s') SSSl ' S '  
863 IF ((SSS1.NE. 'P') .AND. ( SSS1.NE. IS')) GO TO 210 
8 64 GO TO 100 
865 C Input computation loop completion criteria 
866 220 









































*nn Y c'u 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE(*,*) ' Integration can be stopped by either specifying' 
WRITE(*,*)' an amount of 02 conversion (01, or by specifying' 
WRITE (*, * I  ' a monolith length (L) 
WRITE (*, *) 
IF (SSS2 .EQ. ' 0 ' )  THEN 
WRITE (*, *) ' Currently, Integration will be stopped' 
WRITE ( * , * I  I by specifying an amount of 02 conversion (0) . I 
WRITE(*,*) '  Currently, Integration will be stopped' 
WRITE (*, * )  by specifying a monolith length (L) . 
ELSE 
END IF 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE(*,*) Type the letter 0 or the letter L. HIT RETURN.' 
READ (*, 621 1 SSS2 
IF(SSS2.EQ. '0') SSS2 = ' 0 '  
IF(SSS2.EQ.'18) SSS2 = 'L' 
IF ((SSS2.NE. ' 0 ' )  .AND. ( SSS2.NE. 'L') ) GO TO 220 
IF (SSS2.EQ. ' 0 ' )  THEN 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, 1091) COW 
IF (MONOL. EQ. 0 )  THEN 
FORMAT(' Current % oxygen conversion = ',F8.3) 
END IF 
hXITS (", * )  
hX?S (*, *) ' Iqct desired % oxygen conversioz' 
hTCTS (*, *)  ' between 0 and 100%. 
READ(*,*) cow 
IF ((CONV.GT.100.0) .OR. (CONV.LT.0)) GOTO 225 
ENDIF 
IF (SSS2, SQ. 'L' ) T?ZN 
&--LLL (=, " )  
rd5-S (",1092) HOXOi 
hXrZ (",*) 
hXTZ ( * , " I  ' Ir,pct aesirec! monolith leny-h ( 5 - 4 0 0 h )  I 
F W T E  (", " )  
IF (MONOL.LT.5.0) GOTO 227 
IF (MONOL.GT.4000.0) GOTO 227 
'-7- .--_ 
PORKAT ( ' Ccrrenz aeslred mcnolith lent-h = I ,  Fe. 3 ,  (m) ) 
T F .  (*,*) MONOL 
Eh9IP 
Go TO 160 
16 
909 C Input compctation loop(inteqation) step size *** 
9C9 230 h w T E ( * , * )  
410 hXTE (*, 1093) CDI 
911 1093 FOWAT(' Current computation display interval I ,  F6.3, ' ' ) 





916 WRITE (*, * )  I Input desired computation display interval (mm) . 
917 WRITE (*, * )  
918 WRITE (*, * )  
919 READ(*,*) CDI 
920 I F  (CDI.GT.100) GOTO 230 
92 1 I F  (CDI . GT. 1.0) CDI=INT (CDI) 
922 I F  (CDI .LT .0 .0009999)  GOTO 230 
923 WRITE (*, * )  
924 WRITE (*, * )  
925 GO TO 100  
926 C END of parameter input section 
927 C Save present operationg parameters to file 
928 11000 WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) ' Maximum computation display interval = 100 mm.'  
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"?*  d d d  
C Give user option to save current operating parameters. 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE(*,*) ' Would you like to save the current operating' 
WRITE (*, * I  ' parameters to a New (N) or Existing (E)  file?' 
WRITE (*, * )  
READ(*,621) CH1 
I F (  ( C H l . N E . ' E ' )  .AND. ( C H l . N E . ' e ' )  .AND. (CH1.NE. I N ' )  
* .AND. ( C H 1 . m .  'n')) GOTO 11000 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  'What's the name of the EXISTING' 
WRITE(*,*)'parameter file to be opened?' 
READ (*, 621) FILNAM 
OPEN ( UNIT=24, FILE=FILNAM, STATUS= ' OLD ' ) 
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE(*,*) 'What's the name of the N Z W '  
WRITE (* ,*I  'parameter file to be opened?' 
EA!3 (*, 621) FILNAM 
I F  ((CH1.EQ. ' E ' )  .OR. (CH1.EQ. 'e')) THEN 
ELSE 
OPEN ( UNITz24, FIL?=FIL", ST>.TUS='NZW' ) 
ENDIF 
WRITE (24, *)MFDH 
WRITE (24, *)MFDV 
WXTE (24, *)MCST 
hXT"; (24, * )  F3? 
Fizz (24, .R ) FC" 
hX"S (24, * )  'i (1) 
F X T E  (2.4, * )  Y (2)  
FRITE (24,*)Y (3) 
WRITE (24, *)Y (4) 
h X T E  (24, * )  Y (5) 
FXITE(24,')Y (6) 
F X T E  (24,*)PZSRO 
FTFITB (24,622) SSS 
FiiiITE (24,622) SSSl 
WXTE (24,622) SSS2 
W d T E  (24, *)COW 
h X T Z  (24, *)MONOL 
WRITE (24,*)ENGACT 
C Write default parameters to parameter file. 
F X T E  (24, *)FCiiT 
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970 WRITE ( 2 4 ,  *)AREF 
97 1 WRITE (24 ,  *) TZERO 
972 WRITE ( 2 4 ,  *)MWLZ 
913 WRITE (24 ,  *)FACTOR 
914 WRITE (24 ,  * )  DX 
915 WRITE (24 ,  *)  DENCAT 
916 WRITE (24 ,  *)EMICRO 
917 WRITE (24 ,  *) EMACRO 
978 WRITE (24,*)RMICRO 
919 WRITE ( 2 4 ,  *) RMACRO 
980 CLOSE ( UNIT = 2 4 )  
981 GOT0 100 
982 C COMPUTE GAS AVG. MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND DENSITY * 
983 3 4 8  AMW = FXN4(Y) 
984 R=8.3144 
985 DENGAS=AMW* (PZER0/9896.0)  /R/TZERO 
986 C P a r a m e t e r s  needed for  thermal cond. calcuation 
987 C R e a d  i n  viscosi ty  (VISC) values i n t o  matrix. U n i t s  for  
988 C V I S C  are centipoises. T h e  values are read off a nomagraph 
989 C i n  P e r r y ' s  C h e m i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  Handbook, 5 t h  ed., p3-210 .  
990 c T h e  first index of VISC corresponds t o  the species. 
991 c Species: l = H e ,  2=Ar, 3=CO2,4=CO, 5=02,6=N2. 
992 C T h e  second index of VISC corresponds t o  t h e  temperature. 
993 c T e m p e r a t u r e :  2=200K,3=300K,4=400K,5=5OOK,6=6OOK,7=7OOK 
994 DATA VISC (1 ,2)  ,VISC (1,3) , V I S C  ( 1 , 4 )  ,VISC (1,s) ,VISC ( 1 , 6 )  ,VISC (1,7) 








1006 r n L C = m T L Z  
1007 C CONVERT MWLO FROM l i ters/s TO mmA3/s 
1008 m L 0  = MVFLO *1.OE+06 
1009 C COMPUTE MOLAR FLOWRATE OF GAS. (M/s) 
?010 MOLFLC = MVFLO*DEh'GAS*AMW 
:n:: c C O ~ ~ T T - T  r-.ph.nyLL T L ~  *-- -5r -L - 4 2  nx- C F m X  ELOCITY -us- v--  by --.- - 
DATA VISC ( 2 , 2 )  ,VISC (2,3) ,VISC ( 2 , 4 )  , V I s C  (2,s) , V I %  (2 ,6)  ,vIsc 
DATA VISC ( 3 , 2 )  , V I S c ( 3 , 3 )  ,VI.% ( 3 , 4 )  ,VIsC (3,s) ,VI.% ( 3 , 6 )  ,VI.% 
DATA VISC ( 4 , 2 )  ,VISC ( 4 , 3 )  , V I s C ( 4 , 4 )  , V I s C ( 4 , 5 )  ,VISC ( 4 , 6 )  ,VISC 
DATA VISC (5 ,2)  ,VISC (5,3) , V I s C  ( 5 , 4 )  , V I S C  (5,s) ,VISC ( 5 , 6 )  ,VISC 
DP.TA V I  SC ( 6 , 2  ) , VISC ( 6 , 3 )  , VISC ( 6 , 4  ) , VISC ( 6 , 5 )  , VISC ( 6 , 6  ) , VISC 
9 97 + / . 0 1 6 4 ,  . 0 2 2 3 ,  . 0278 ,  .0327, . 0 3 7 6 ,  . 0 4 1 /  
+/.0105, . 0 1 4 7 ,  .019, . 0 2 3 ,  - 0 2 7 ,  . 0 3 1 /  
1001 +/.0138,.018,.022,.0255,.029,.0325/ 
1003 + / .0155, .  0 2 , .  0 2 4 7 ,  . 0288 ,  . 0 3 2 7 ,  . 0 3 6 8 /  
+ / .013 ,  . 0 1 7 5 ,  . 0 2 1 8 , .  026 ,  .G29, . 0 3 3 2 /  
- "- 
d -2 Z Z L C  = X u X C  / X3ZFrn 
7 n- - 
- L A 3  CEGlYL = Z 3 L O  / ( KcK * KZE) 
:214 3 4 9  cohTLh-"T 
1C15 
1C10 C IhTIPZIZE P E V S I 2 L  33I31SXIES ?P.RA!EZRS 
1017 1 0 4 1  EATRX=5.64Er05  
:318 i + % ~ - 2 9 8 . 0  
io19 P X S S  = TZZRO 
8 7 -  -ax= "ZSR3 1320 
1021 TSX= TZERO 
1622 CGX= 4 .092Z-08  * (02ZERO/100.0) * (298.O/TGX) * ( P E S S / l .  0) 
1323 FGX=CGX*CHYLO 
1324 r"ZSRC=FGX 
1325 FGXEND=PZZRO*(l.O - CONV/100.0) 
---- 
1326 s = CF-AA(9) 
18 
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1027 SS = CHAR(13) 
1028 x=o . 0 
1029 
1030 CONSTA=O.O 
cMCJ"T= ( (MCH+2*MCWT) * (MCW+2*MCWT) - (MCH*MCW) ) /2/  (MCH+MCW) 
1031 DCGX=O 
1032 DFGX=O 
1033 ICNT = 
1034 C I n i t i a l i z e  
1035 m w  (1 
1036 m w  ( 2  









1039 c******R****** START OF STEP SIZE CHECK LOOP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1040 1060 DO 8001 P=0,2 
1041 DXZlE- 6 
1042 DENGAS=-* (PRESS/9896.0) /R/TGX 
1043 C COMPUTE MONOLITH FLOW RATE, C " E L  FLOW RATE AND CHANNEL VELOCITY 
1044 MVFLO = MOLFLO / (AMW * DENGAS) 
1045 CHFLO = MVFLO / NOCHM 
1046 CHGVEL = CHFLO / ( MCW * MCH) 
1047 C COMPUTE BULK DIFFUSIVITY 
1048 DAB = FXN3 (Y, TGX) 
1049 C COMPUTE EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY 
1050 
1051 + TSX, EMACRO, EMICRO) 
1052 C COMPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1053 T=TGX 
1054 C COMPUTE VISCOSITY OF COMPONENT GASES AT TGX 
1055 CALL V I S  (TGX,VISC,VISCT) 
1056 C COMPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COMPONENT GASES AT TGX 
1057 CALL TCON (TGX, TCONT) 
1058 C COMPUTE VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXTURE 
1059 CALL PROP (Y, TCONT,VISCT, VISCTC, K) 
1060 C COMPUTE HEAT CAPACITY OF GAS YJXTUFC AT TGX 
1061 CPGAS=FXN2 (Y, TGX) 
1062 KC = 2 . 9 ? 5  DAS / CFFJ 
1063 Ei = 2 .976 * K / CHFD 
1064 A = AFSF * DEXP ( -ENGACT / R * ( 1 / TSX -1 / TilEF)) 
1065 THIELE = CMCWT * ( A * DENCAT / DABEFF) ** 0 .5  
1066 N = DTA" ( THIELE ) / THIELE 
1067 CONST:= N*A*CMCKT*I?ENCAT 
1 3 8  CSX = CGX * ( KS) / (KC+C9NST1) 
- " C Y  YSX =?EX - F'P-XX*CSX*CONSX/E 
127; C T I S T  "LE "?L?,Oj'GE COWLTE ' A '  T 3  US2 FOR TSX,CSX CPLzd,d-T13?< 
*,I1 I F  (FZ?S?.ZG. .?RUE. ) T E K  
1272 P- = ?..ET * 3EXp ( - S K Z Z : T  / R * ( 1 / TSX -1 / ' E Z T ) )  
iG73 m P - 3 - T  --.-.d- = cyAaT * ( A * DZN3.T / 013ZF'T) =* 0.5 
1074 h' = DTA" ( THIELE ) / THIELE 
1C75 CONSTl= N*A*CMCKT*DENCAT 
1076 CSX = CGX * ( KC) / (KC+CONST1) 
IS77 TSX =TGX - FZATRX*CSX*CONSTl/H 
1C78 L? (SSS.SQ. '1') TSX=TGX 
1079 I F  (P.EQ.0) TEEN 
DABEFF= FXNl (DAB, Y (5)  , PRESS, RMICRO, RMACRO, 
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1088 CONVX = ~OO.O*(CGXZ-CGX*TGX/TZERO*PZERO/PRESS)/CGXZ 
1089 C Reset variables each time Runge Kutta Subroutine is called 
1090 7889 XO(1) = XNEW(1) 
1091 XO(2) = XNEW(2) 
1092 XO(3) = XNEW(3) 
1093 C Call Runge Kutta Subroutine: 
1094 CALL RK4 (DX,X,XO,XNEW) 
1095 C PARMETER UPDATE 
1096 FGX = XNEW(1) 
1097 PRESS = xNEW(2) 
1098 IF (SSS.EQ.'I') THEN 
1099 TGX = TZERO 
1100 ELSE 
1101 TGX = XNEW(3) 
1102 ENDIF 
1103 CGX = FGX/CHFLO 
1104 X = X +  DX 
1105 Y (5)=Y50* (loo.o-coNvx)/loo.o 
1106 
1107 
1108 Y (1) =Y10 
1109 Y (2) =Y20 
1110 Y (6) =Y60 
1111 CONST7 = Y(1) + Y(2) + Y(3) + Y(4)+ Y(5)+ Y(6) 
1112 DO 33446 JJ=l,6 
1113 
1114 33446 CONTINUE 




1120 C CALCmTE STEP S I Z E  AND DISPLAY FACTOR USING COMPUTATIONAL 
1121 C DISPLAY FACTOR AND CONVX CALCULATED IN STEP SIZE CHECK LOOP 
1122 DX=lE-6*0.04/CONVX 
1123 IF (DX.GT.5) DX=5 
1124 IF (DX.LT.O.1E-4) DX=O.lE-$ 
Y (4)=Y40-2* (Y50-Y (5)  ) 
Y (3)=Y30+2* (Y50-Y (5) ) 
Y (JJ) =Y (JJ) /CONST7 
1116 C+************ Em OF STEP SIZE CHECK Lap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1:25 IF (CDZ . LT . CX) CX=C31 
1126 2345 FXYm.=IhT ( C X / X )  





1132 C INITIALIZE PLIRmTERS FOX MAIN CoMIITATION7XL LOOP 
1133 PXES.5 = PZERO 
1134 TGX= TZSRG 
TSX= 'TZERO 
i l 3 6  CGX= 4.092E-08 * (02ZZRO/lOO. 0) * (298.O/TGX) * (E)FESS/l. 0) 
1137 FGX=CGX* CHFLO 
1138 FZERO=FGX 
:I29 FGXEND=PZERO* (1.0 - CONV/lOO. 0) 
1140 CGXTMP=CGX 
-_ . I- 
- 1 ;; 
--de 
2 0  
Appendix 4 - program listing 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1141 x=o . 0 
1142 CONSTA=O.O 
1143 DCGX=O . 0 
1 1 4 4  DFGX=O . 0 
1145 ICNT = 0 
1146 TGNEW=TZERO 
1147 MVFLo=MVFLZ 
1148 Y (1) =Y10 
1149 Y ( 2 )  =Y20 
1150 Y (3)=Y30 
1151 Y (4)=Y40 
1152 Y (5) =Y50 
1153 Y (6)=Y60 
1154 C I n i t i a l i z e  variables for  R u n g e  Kutta In tegra t ion  method 
1155 X N E W ( 1 )  = FGX 
1156 XNEW(2) = PZERO 





1163 1059 DO 8000 P=O,lOOOOO 
1164 I F  ( (DCGX.GT. 0 . 0 )  .OR. (CGX.LT. 0.0)  ) THEN 
1165 WRITE(* ,*) '  Something i s  w r o n g ,  conversion i s  proceeding' 
1166 WRITE(* ,* ) '  i n  t h e  w r o n g  direction o r  t h e  concentration'  
1167 WRITE (*, * )  I of 02  has dropped below zero. ' 
1168 WRITE(* ,* ) '  T r y  a lower computation display increment . '  
1169 WRITE(* ,* ) '  T r y  a lower gas i n l e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  o r  flowrate. '  
1170 WRITE (*, * )  
1171 WRITE (*, *) C h a n g e  i n  conc of 02 per step (DCGX) = ' , DCGX 
1172 WRITE (*,*) ' 0 2  c o n c e n t r a t i o n ( C G X )  = ',CGX 
1173 WRITE (*,*) 
1174 GOTO 17000 
1175 ENDIF 
1116 C Check t o  see i f  conversion has been reecned. 
L 7 7  IF  (SSS2.EQ. ' O f )  T Z N  
1178 I F  ((CONVX.GE.CONV) ) GOTO 9900 
1179 ELSE 
1180 I F  (X.GT. MONOL) GOTO 9900 
' .A". 1 Qi Eh3IP 
11E2 C C O E L T E  GAS AVG. M C X C L A Z  hYIGkT AXXI E S N S I T  
--:> E250 E-W- = m'r ( Y )  
1184 DZXG.LS=AP?P?* ( T E S S / 9 E 9 6 . 0 )  /R/TSX 
:E C C W U T E  KCXCLITA TLOK R X Z ,  C . W L  FLOW FX'E Fsu'3 C:m?\Z'L. E L O C I T Y  
llE6 KvTLC = M2Lr"X / (AWL * D Z " )  
1187 CFZLO = MJFLO / E'3C.Wi 
1188 CHGVEL = CFZLO / ( MCW * MCH) 
1189 C COMPUTE BULK DIFFUSIVITY OF 02 
1: 90 DAS = FXN3(Y,TGX) 
--,- C COMUTE EFFECTI'JE D I T P U S I V I F  OF YIXTURE: AT TSX 
--YL DAEZFF= FXKT (DZ, Y (5) , FFSSsS,RcCRO, RVACRO, 
1193 + TSX, E-XACRO, ELMLCRO) 
1194 I F  (MOD( CONSTA,4) .GT. 0 . 0  ) GO TO 6 6 6 9  
1195 T=TGX 
1196 C COEUTE VISCOSITY OF COMPOhZNT GASES AT TGX 
1197 CALL VIS (TGX,VISC,VISCT) 
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. n 3 h  
-L2Y - -  
- - a ,  
LLL* 
. ? " I  
i L Y f  
C COMPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COMPONENT GASES AT TGX 
CALL TCON (TGX, TCONT) 
C COMPUTE VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXTURE 
CALL PROP (Y,TCONT,VISCT,VISCTC,K) 
6666 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE HEAT CAPACITY OF GAS MIXTURE AT TGX 
C Limiting Nu and Sh numbers are 2.976. 
C 241 of Convective Heat Transfer by Burmeister, L. C., John 
C Wiley C Sons, (1983). This assumes a constant temperature 
C profile (Nu) or concentration profile (Sh) . 
6669 KC = 2.976 * DAB / CHHD 
CPGAS=FXN2 (Y, TGX) 
This is taken from page 
H = 2.976 * K / CHHD 
THIELE = CMCWT * DSQRT( A * DENCAT / DABEFF) 
IF ((THIELE.GT.100.0) .AND. (ONCE.NE.1)) THEN 
A = AREF * DEXP (-ENGACT/ R * (TREF-TSX) /TSX/TREF) 
WRITE(*,*) 'THEILE MODULUS IS > 100. SETTING THIELE=100' 
WRITE (*, *) 'TO PREVENT NUMERIC OVERFLOW ERROR' 
ONCE=1 
ENDIF 
IF ((THIELE.GT.100.0)) THIELE=100.0 
N = DTA" ( THIELE ) / THIELE 
CONSTl= N*A*CMCWT*DENCAT 
CSX = CGX * ( KC) / (KC+CONSTl) 
TSX =TGX + HEATRX*CSX*CONSTl/H 
IF (FIRST.EQ. .TRUE.) THEN 
A = AREF'DEXP (-ENGACT/ R* (TREF-TSX) /TSX/TREF) 
THIELE = CMCWT * DSQRT( A * DENCAT / DABEFF) 
N = DTA" ( THIELE ) / THIELE 
CONSTl= N*A*CMCWT*DENCAT 
CSX = CGX * ( KC) / (KC+CONSTl) 
IF (SSS . EQ. 'I I ) TSX=TGX 






TSX =TGX + HEATRX*CSX*CONST~/H 
ENDIF 
EhDIF 
~ , = J 0 3 .  o*."""7x-----1 *--,--a - kEhL L . h U V r ,  dLL"un>/-"zscTc 
C2YJX = 105.0" ( c G X Z - Z ~ X * ~ ~ / T Z ~ ~ 3 * ~ z P ~ O / ~ ~ s s )  /CGXZ 
c D Z I P R  GL"DZT SPC"TIOL' 
2 P r i r , t  oct Reynold's r1a3ez the first tine rkzouch the ioq. 
C If Fixst = .true. then prir,t out reynold's nmbez, eise C~z't 
C worAq & x z  iz. ;.so, prix out header an& r e s u l ~ s  at p o s i t i s n  X=3 
C Outpct cf seleczaSle pzrznecer to data file 
IF (TIIIST. ZQ. . TRUZ. ) T E N  
CALL CLTi?'JT ( 1, X S T ,  *DE, E 3 V ,  MCW, NOCHV, NOCHH, KCWT, 
+ 
i E L ~ C R O , ~ ~ . C R ~ , W . 1 I C R O , R ~ C ~ O ,  SSS, SSS1, SSS2,  
+ 
+ DPSET'P, P E S S ,  Y, DX) 
Y ,  HvTLZ, TZPRO, OZZRO, DENCAT,ARZF, ENGACT, 
COW, MONOL , DX , CDI ) 
CALL HC9JlSR (0, E, COGAS, DZNGAS, CHGVEL, N, DAB, 
FIRST=. FALSE. 
WRITE (*, * )  
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WRITE (25, * )  
WRITE (*, 9950) 
WRITE (25,9950) 
WRITE (*, 9951) 
WRITE (25,9951) 
9950 FORMAT ( ' Distance', lX, '%Conver' ,2X, '02gaS', 4X, '02Wall', 2X, 
9951 FORMAT ( I 
+'02center1,3X, ITgas1,5X, 'Twal11,3X, 'DPress') 
+1X, (Kelvin) I ,  lX, ' (Kelvin) I ,  3X, (@a) ) 
(m) ' , 11X, (mMOL/L) I ,  1X, ' (mMOL/L) I ,  1X, ' (mMOL/L) I ,  
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (25, *)  
WRITE (*, 10) XZ, CONVXZ, CGXZ*lE+09, CSXZ*lE+09, 
WRITE (25,20) XZ, S, CONVXZ, S, CGXZ*lE+09, S, CSXZ*lE+09, S, 
+ (CSXZ*lE+O9/DCOSH (THIELE) ) , TZERO,TSXZ, (PZERO-PZERO) *101.325 
+ (CSXZ*lE+09/DCOSH (THIELE) ) , S,TZERO, S,TSXZ, S, 
+ (PZERO-PZERO) '101.325 




FORMAT (F8.3, lX, F8.4,1X,F7.4, lX, F7.4,1X,F7.4,5X,F7.3, lX, F8.3 
FORMAT (F8.3,=, F8.4,Al,F7.4,Al, F7.4,A1, F7.4, Al, F7.3,Al; F8.3 
ELSE 
C COMPUTED VALUES OUTPUTTED TO SCREEN AND FILE AT DISPLAY INTERVAL 
C WRITE RESULTS TO SCREEN WHEN REMAINDER OF CONSTA/FACTOR > 0 
C ELSE, JUST CALCULATE VALUES AND DON'T PXNT THEM OUT. 
IF (MOD(CONSTA,FACTOR) .GT.O.O) GOTO 7777 
IF (SSS1 .EQ.'S') GOTO 7777 
IF (SSS.EQ. 'I' ) TSX=TGX 
WRITE (*, 10) X, CONVX, CGX*lE+09, CSX*lE+09, 
WRITE (25,20) X, S, CONVX, S, CGX*lE+09, S, CSX*lE+09, S, 
+ (CSX*lE+09/DCOSH (THIELE) ) , TGX, TSX, (PRESS-PZERO) *101.325 
+ (CSX*lE+Og/DCOSH (THIELE) ) , S, TGX, S, TSX, S, 
+ (PRESS-PZERO) *101.325 
7777 ENDIF 
C Reset variables each time Runge Kutta Subroutine is called 
7888 XO(1) = YmW(1) 
xo (2 )  = r n T W ( 2 )  
XO(3) = rnW(3) 
C Call Runqe Kutta Subroutine: 
C PLWTER UPDATE SECTION 
CALL RK4 (DX,X,XG,XNEW) 
FGX = X m K  (1) 
-i-%SS = - 2 Z K ( 2 )  
IT (SSS .Ea . '  I ' ) TI;Zh' 
E2SZ 
Eh'DIF 
CGX = FGX/CELO 
DC GX=C GX- CGXT-kP 
x = x -  DX 
C G x m = c ~ G X  
' 1 ( 5 ) = Y 5 0 7  (100.0-C0Nvx] /100.0 
Y (4)=Y40-2* (Y50-Y (5 )  ) 
Y (3) ='13072* ('4150-Y (5 )  ) 
Y (l)=YlG 
Y (2)=Y20 
- - 7 7  
TGX = TZfRO 
T P  -ux = xhTW(3) 
Appendix 4 - program listing 
ORIGINAL PAG2 IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1312 Y (6)=Y60 
1313 CONST7 = Y ( 1 )  + Y(2) + Y(3) + Y(4)+ Y(5)+ Y(6) 
1314 DO 33445 JJ=1,6 
1315 
1316 33445 CONTINUE 
1317 C ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE SECTION 
1319 DX = DX/5.0 
1320 FACTOR = FACTOR*5 
1321 IF (DX.LT. 1E-4) JUMP=1 
1322 CONSTA=FACTOR-l 
1323 WRITE (*, *) 'Reduced step size to I ,  DX, mm' 
1324 ENDIF 
1325 CONSTA=CONSTA + 1 
1326 C PARAMETER BOUNDARY CHECK 
Y (JJ) =Y (JJ) /CONST7 
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Check to make sure that Temperature, Pressure, and Reynold's 
number are still in valid range. 
Temperature must be between 200-700 K 
Pressure must be between 10E-03 and 3.45 bar 
Reynolds number must be in laminar region. < 2300 
IF (TGX.GT.700.0) THEN 
ELSE 
zsx  
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE (*, *) Current Gas Temperature = I ,  TGX 
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE(*,*)' Error:' 
WRITE (*,*) I This value exceeds the allowable' 
WRITE(*,*) ' m a x i m u m  temperature of 700 K' 
WRITE(*,*)' Lower the inlet gas temperature.' 
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE (*, *) 'Hit Return When Finished Viewing' 
WRITE (*, *) 
READ(*,621) S 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, *) 
GOTO 7564 
W T E  (*, * )  
WRITE (*,*) ' Current Reynolds nvmber = ' ,RE 
WRITE (*,*I 
WRITE (*, *) ' Error: 
WRITE (*, * )  ' This value exceeds the nwrimm' 
*-LLL (*,*) * diowable Xeyr.olds zmber of 2300. ' 
h 3 Z T  (*, * )  ' Zedme the irLet ces flowrete. 
mITs ( * , " ) 
I?"T"L (*, * )  'Hit Retun When Finished Viewing' 
h?ZTs (", * )  
:EA!l(*,62l.) S 
hFZE (*, " )  
r n T E ( * , * )  
GOTO 7564 
hXTE (*, *)  
h X T E  (*, * )  I Cnrrent Gas Tmperatcre = I ,  TGX 
h i T E  (*, *) 
hWTE (*, * )  ' Error: 
WRITE(*,*) This value is less than the minimum' 
W T E  (*,*) ' allowable Temperature of 200 K. ' 
IF (22. GT. 2300.0) TIEN 
7 - Y -  
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WRITE (*, * )  I Raise t h e  i n l e t  gas temperature. 
WRITE (*, * )  




WRITE (*, *) 
GOTO 7564 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE(*,*) E r r o r :  
WRITE (*, *) T h i s  value exceeds the maximum I 
WRITE(*,*) I allowable Pressure of 350 ma. I 
WRITE (*, *) I R e d u c e  the  inlet  gas pressure. I 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  ' H i t  R e t u r n  When Finished V i e w i n g '  
WRITE (*, * )  
READ(*,621) S 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, *) 
GOTO 7564 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, *) 
WRITE (*, * )  E r r o r :  
WRITE(*,*) T h i s  value i s  below t h e  m i n i m u m  ' 
WRITE (*, *) I allowable P r e s s u r e  of 0 . 1  kPa. I 
WRITE (*, * )  I Raise t h e  i n l e t  gas pressure. ' 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  ' H i t  R e t u r n  When Finished V i e w i n g '  
WRITE (*, *) 
R"cA(*,621) s 
WRrTE (*, * )  
IF(PRESS*101.325.GT.350.0) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) ' C u r r e n t  Pressure= ' ,PRESS*101.325,  Ha1 
I F  (PRESS*101.325.LT.O.l)  THEN 
W R I T E ( * , * ) I C u r r e n t  Pressure= ' ,PRESS*101.325, '  Ha' 
WRITE (*, * )  
GOTO 7564 
C O U T L T  c)? FINK PA-F-!XRS V T L L Z S  TO SZRZEN AND F I X  
,9900 CO?\YIh\T 
15,050 CSX = CGX * ( KC) / (KC+CONSTl) 
TSX =TGX + HEP.TRX*CSX*CONSTl/H 
I F  (SSS . EQ. ' I ' ) TSX=TGX 
C3h-n = 100.0*(!XXZ-CGX*TGX/"ZERO*PZEilO/PRESS)/CGXZ 
h X T S  (*, 10) X,CONVX, CGX*lE-09, CSX*12+09, 
WRITE ( 2 5 , 2 0 1  X, S,CONVX, S, CGX*1E+09, S, CSX*lE+09, S, 
+ (CSX*lE+Og/DCCSH (THIELE) ) , TGX, TSX, (PESS-PZERO) '101.325 
+ (CSX*lE+09/DCOSH (THIELE) ) , S, TGX, S, TSX, S, 
+ (PESS-PZERO) '101.325 
16900 WRITE ( 2 5 ,  * )  
25 
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1426 RE=~OOO.O*CHHD*CHGVEL*DENGAS/VISCTC 
1427 WRITE (*, * )  
1428 CALL HEADER (1, RE, CPGAS, DENGAS, CHGVEL, N, DAB, 
1429 + DABEFF,PRESS,Y,DX) 
1430 WRITE ( *  , * ) BEEP, BEEP, BEEP 
1431 17000 WRITE(*,*) 
1432 WRITE(*,*) => H i t  Re turn  t o  Re tu rn  t o  Main Menu <=' 
1433 WRITE (*, * )  
1434 READ(*,621) S 
1435 WRITE (*, * )  
1436 WRITE (*, * )  
1437 C RESET OTHER PARAMETERS BACK TO ORIGINAL VALUES. 
1438 7564 MVFLO=MVFLZ 
1439 Y (1) =Y10 
1440 Y (2)  =Y20 
1441 Y (3)=Y30 
1442 Y (4) =Y40 
1443 Y (5) =Y50 
1444 Y (6)=Y60 
1445 GOT0 9001 
1446 99999 END 
1448 
1 4 4 9  
14 50 
1451 c*****RI*****************s~RouTI~ 4 *t****ttt*t**t*tt*t*tttt*********** 
1452 C-* Programmer: Se th  Daniel Goldblum, UCSD, Ju ly  1988 
1453 C-* 
1454 C-* Runge Kutta  Subroutine t o  solve N d i f f e r e n t i a l  
1455 C-* Equations s imultaneously.  
1457 C-* 
1458 C-* t h e  fol lowing:  
1459 C-* 
1460 C-* 1) The s t a r t i n g  value of t h e  independent va r i aS le ,  P 
i451  C-* 




1466 C-* Xnew (N) 
1447 C*****************END OF MAIN PROGRAM********************************** 
1456 C-* 
This  subrout ine  relies on a main program t o  f e e d  it 
The subrout ine  re turns  t h e  values of a l l  dependent v a r i a b l e s  
a t  tne eva lua ted  point  of t h e  independent v a r i a b l e  i n  an a r r a y  
Y S -  c-* 
- L C C  c-7 













- . r C  
- r ^  
i483  C-* 
T , c e n t i f i e r s :  
X O W )  azray  of N i n i t i a l  va lues  of t h e  func t ions  
P 
F ( N )  a r r a y  of N elements conta in ing  t h e  va lues  cf 
DX s t e p  s ize  
XhTW(N) array of N values conta in ing  t h e  va lues  of 
K l ( N )  
i n i r i a l  value of t h e  independent vaz iaSle  
t h e  func t ions  eva lua ted  a t  sone p o i n t .  
t h e  dependent variables 
used i n  t h e  Runge - Kut ta  method 
a r r a y  of N values  conta in ing  t h e  va lues  of i(l 
26 









1 4  91 
1492 C-* 
1 4  93 
1 4  94 
1 4  95 
1496 
























K2(N) array of N 
used i n  t h e  
K3(N) array of N 
used i n  t h e  
K4(N) array of N 
used i n  the  
values containing the 
Runge-Kutta method 
values containing the  
Runge - Kutta method 
values containing the  
Runge-Kutta method 
values of K2 
values of K3 
values of K4 
SUBROUTINE F34 (DX, P, Xo, X N E W )  
REAL*8 XO(3), P, F(3), DX, xNEW(3), K1(3), K2(3), K3(3), K4(3) 
f i rs t  approx. 
CALL FUNC (P, XO, F) 
DO 10 J=1,3 
K l  (J) =DX*F (J) 
XNEW(J)=XO(J) + Kl(J)/2.0 
CONTINUE 
second approx. 
CALL FUNC(DX/2.0 + P,XNEW,F) 
DO 20 J=1,3 
K 2  (J) =F (J) *DX 
XNEW(J)=XO(J) + K2(J)/2.0 
CONTINUE 
t h i r d  approx. 
CALL FUNC (DX/2.0 + P, XNEW,F) 
DO 30 J=l, 3 
K3 (J) =F (J) *DX 
X N E W  (J) =XO (J) + K3 (J) 
CONTINUE 
fourth approx. 
CALL FUNC(DX + P,XNEW,F) 
DO 40 J=l,3 
K4 (J) =F (J) *DX 
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-3L  I 
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-3LY 
SUBROUTINX FUNC (P,XO,F) 
T h i s  s d r o c t i n e  i s  used t o  s to re  the  functions used 
i;l t h e  zt2?ge-:~c:ttz. method fcr solvinq tneii.  
C3-W-% /sx:/ KC, CESTJ,MCS,KCw, csx, CGX, CFZLO, COGAS 
COECK / 'EX2 /  VISZX, CEGEL, C E i ,  9, TSX, EXGAS 
XzAL-8 F (3) ,xo (3) 
FCYL"8 KC, C2STV,XCE,Xrn, csx, CGX, CZFLO, C P W  
Y.L--"S VISCTC, CETEL', CZii3, E, TSX, CZNGFS 
?GX=XO (1 ) 
TGX=XO (3) 
F ( 1 )  is t he  c2fferentiz.l eqcation describing the  change 
i n  r . o k z  flowrete of 02(moles/s) f o r  a change i n  length: 
F (1 ) = -X""ZSYv*.",CE*.",Cw* (CGX-CSX) 
-.-..IT 
F(2) i s  the  ci i f ferent ia l  equation describing t n e  change 
i n  Pressure f o r  a change i n  lencjth 
F (2) = -32.0* (VISCTC/1000.0) * C H ~ L / C H E J ~ / C H ~ ~ / l 0 1 3 3 0 . 0  
27 
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1540 C-* F (3 )  i s  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equation describing t h e  change 
1541 C-* i n  temperature  f o r  a change i n  length .  







1550 Subrout ine LINES (K) 
1552 DO 459 J=l,K 
1553 WRITE (*, *) 






1561 Subroutine HEADER (FLAG, RE, CPGAS, DENGAS, CHGVEL, N, DAB, 
1562 + DABEFF, PRESS, Y , DX) 
1563 
1564 Integer FLAG 
1565 I f  (FLAG.EQ.0) THEN 
1566 Write (*,*) I n i t i a l  values' 
1567 Write (25, * )  I n i t i a l  va lues '  
1568 ENDIF 
1569 If (FLAG.EQ.l) THEN 
1570 Write(*,*) F ina l  va lues '  
1571 Write (25,*) F ina l  values' 
1572 WRITE (*, *) ' Mole f r a c t i o n s :  
1573 W?JTE(*,3233) Y ( l ) , Y ( 2 ) , Y ( 3 )  
;574 h i T E  (*, 3234) Y ( 4 )  , Y (5 )  ,Y (6) 
1575 hXY2 (25, * )  Mole f r c c t i c ~ ~ :  
;576  'WiCTE ( 2 5 , 3 2 3 3 )  Y (1) ,Y ( 2 )  ,Y ( 3 )  
1577 WRITE (25,3234) Y ( 4 )  , Y  (5) , Y  (6)  
1578 3233 F O m T  ( I H e  = ' ,F6 .4 , '  Ar = ' ,F6 .4 , '  C02 = ' ,F6 .4)  
1579 3234 FORMAT ( CO = ' ,F6 .4 , '  02 = ' ,F6 .4 , '  N2 = ' ,F6 .4)  
1549 C****ff****************SUBROUTI~ LINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1551 In t ege r  Jr K 
1560 C * f * * + * f * * * f f * * * f * * f * * * S ~ R O U T I ~  HEADER*R****k*****f***************** 
Real*8 PRESS, RE, CPGAS, DENGAS, CHGVEL, N, DAB, DABEFF, Y ( 6) , DX 
1583 Fiit'TS (* r 6777 1 PiCSS*101.325 
1581 €777 F3XG2 ( Gas P r e s s m e  (k3a) : ' , 'c5.3) 
1582 h x z  (25, € 7 7 7 )  Z e S S - l O l .  325 
1583 EL? IF 
-284 hZTz(*,lO) ?z 
1585 1 0  Fc-mat ( Zeynolds ncz5er = ' ,F9. 3) 
158-1 h X ? Z  (*, 23) C"& 
1587 20 Fcmac ( I Gas Heat Capacity (J/K-g) = ,F9.3)  
1588 hJrtfTf (*, 30) DZ:Pu'GAS*1000 
1589 30 Fo-?r,az(' Gas D e n s i t y  (g/cmn3) = ' , ?lo. 7 )  
1593 h E T Z  (", 40) C E m L  
159; 40 F o m a t ( '  Gas Veloc i ty  (xm/s) = , 'c9.3) 
1593 50 Format( '  Effectivness f a c t o r  = ,F9.5) 
- -  
1592 F t T E ( * , 5 0 )  N 
1594 hWTS(*,60) DAB/100.0 
1595 60 F o m a t  ( ' Bulk Gas D i f f u s i v i t y  (cmA2/s) = , F9.5) 
1596 WRITE ( * ,7 0 ) DABEFF/lOO. 0 
28 
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1597 70 F o r m a t  ( I  Effective D i f f u s i v i t y ( m A 2 / s ) =  ' , F 9 . 6 )  
1598 WRITE(* ,80)  DX 
1599 80  F o r m a t ( '  Step s i z e ( m m )  = ' , F 9 . 6 )  
1600 WRITE(25 , lO)  RE 
1601 WRITE ( 2 5 , 2 0 )  CPGAS 
1602 WRITE ( 2 5 , 3 0 )  DENGAS*lOOO 
1603 WRITE ( 2 5 , 4 0 )  CHGVEL 
1604 WRITE(25,SO) N 
1605 WRITE ( 2 5 , 6 0 )  DAB/100 
1606 WRITE ( 2 5 , 7 0 )  DABEFF/100 
1607 WRITE ( 2 5 , 8 0 )  DX 
1608 R e t u r n  




1614 S u b r o u t i n e  TCON (T, TCONT) 
1615 R e a l  * 8 T, TCONT ( 6 )  
1616 C Compute t h e r m a l  c o n d . ( T C O N T ( i ) )  fo r  a given species a t  temp. T 
1617 C Uni t s  o n  TCON are mW/cM-K. 
1618 C The  i n d e x  of TCONT(i1 c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  the species. 
1619 C Species: l=He, 2=Ar,  3=CO2,4=CO, 5=02,6=N2. 
1620 C The  f o l l o w i n g  p o l y n o m i a l  equations used t o  compute t h e  
1621 C thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y  of e a c h  species a t  temperature T 
1622 C 
1623 C 4 t h  Ed .  R e i d ,  P r a u s n i t z ,  & S h e r w o o d  
1624 TCONT(1) = (3 .722E-2  + 3.896E-4*T - 7.450E-8*Tf*2 + 
1625 1 1 . 2 9 0 E - l l * T * * 3 ) * 1 0 . 0  
1626 TCONT(2) = ( 2 . 7 1 4 E - 3  + 5.540E-5*T - 2.178E-8*T**2 + 
1627 1 5 . 5 2 8 E - 1 2 * T * * 3 ) * 1 0 . 0  
1628 TCONT(3) = ( -7 .215E-3  + 8.015E-5*T + 5.477E-9*T**2 - 
1629 1 1 . 0 5 3 E - l l * T * * 3 ) * 1 0 . 0  
1630 TCOhT(4) = (5 .067E-4  + 9.125E-5*T - 3.524E-8*T**2 t 
1631 1 8.i9%-:2*T**3)*10.0 
1632 -e AwC?\T(5)  = ( -3 .2732-4  + 3.9662-5*T - 3.7432-8*T**2 
1613 C****************f*f***S~ROUTI~ TCON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
have b e e n  t a k e n  from page 515 of " P r o p e r t i e s  of Gases and L i q u i d s "  
1633 1 9.732E-12*T**3)*10.0 
1534 TCOhT(6)  = ( 3 . 9 1 % - 4  + 9.816E-5*T - 5.067E-8*TX*2 + 
1635 1 1 . 5 0 4 E - l l * T * * 3 ) * 1 0 . 0  
1636 R e t u r n  
1637 E n d  
:E35 - --,. 
- w d d  
, - ." 
. & E r  
1612 S : . h r C c t i n e  PR33 ( Y ,  TCOhT,i'ZSCT, KSCTP,, K )  
-i f F 4 2  
1644 
1646 C R e a d  i n  nolecular weigks  -WN(I) i n t o  =ray. 
1647 C The  index cf H i  c c r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  species. 
1648 C S p e c i e s :  l = H e ,  2 = k ,  3=C02,4=CO, 5=02,6=E;2. 
1649 DATA M N ( 1 )  , M " 2 )  ,MW(3) ,MW(4) ,MW(5) ,MW(6) 
1650 t / 4.0026,39.948,44.01,28.0105,31.9988,28.0~34/ 
CorpXe perzneter m t t r i x  AX (i, j )  
1652 C The  indexes of A ( i , j )  correspond t o  t h e  species. 
1653 C S p e c i e s :  l = H e ,  2=Ar, 3=CO2,4=CO, 5+2,6=N2. 
* u r d  
164: C * * * * * * r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  PROP ***f*tf***trf*t****ft*x***x 
Rez.1*8 
Xezl* 9 
AX ( 6 , 6 )  , VISE:, K, S W ,  Mi ( 6 )  , Y ( 6 )  , TCOhT ( 6 )  
COhTSE, CONSTD, VISCT ( 6 ) , LP-EMX, CONST? 
1645 I x e g e r  I,J 
c 































The A X ( i ,  j )  matrix i s  defined on p.  531 of "Properties of Gases and 
L i q u i d s " ,  4TH ed. , R e i d ,  Prausnitz, & Sherwood. Both t h e  bulk gas 
thermal conductivity and the bulk gas viscosi ty  can be computed 
usincr t he  AX(6,61 matrix. 
* 
ii?SCTC = 0.0 
LAMF3Mx=@. 0 
DO 551 I =1,6 
SUM = 0.0 
DO 651 J = 1,6 
IF (1.EQ. J) THEN 
ELSE 
=(I, J)=l.O 
CONSTE = MW(1) /MW(J) 
CONSTD = VISCT (I) / (CONSTE*VISCT (J) )
CONSTD = DSQRT (CONSTD) 
AX (I, J) = (l+CONSTD*CONSTE**O. 25) **2/ 
DSQRT (8.0* (1 . O+CONSTE) ) 
END IF 
SUM = SUM + Y(I)*AX(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
CONSTF = Y(1) / SUM 
LAMBMX = LAMBMX + CONSTF*TCONT (I) 
VISCTC = VISCTC t CONSTF*VISCT(I) 
CONTINUE 



















. r n -  * n". 
- " A 4  
&"d., . r e -  
- - n m  - I "I, 
Subroutine VIS (T,VISC,VISCT) 
Real*8 
i n t  ege r i 
Compuce viscos i ty  (VISCT(i)) f o r  a given species a t  temp. T 
Units on ViSCT a re  centipoises.  
The index of V I S C  corresponds to the  species. 
Species : l = H e ,  2=-, 3=CO2,4=CO, 5=02,6=N2. 
CONST5 i s  a temporary value holding constant 
DO 2223 i=1,6 
T,VISC (6,2 : 7) ,VISCT (6) , CONST5 
COXST5=VISC (I, IhT (1+T/100.0) ) -VISC (I, IhT (T/10@. 0)  ) 
CCICSY5=ZONST5* (T/100. G-IhT (T/lOO. 0 )  ) .- 
b ' , s c "  (I,=-~=S~(I,I~"T(~/100.0)) cO??s"5 
C3TETTT"'"; 
E Y l V  
EhT 
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1711 Real * 8 EMICRO, EMACRO, RMICRO, RMACRO 
17 12 Character*l SSS, SSS1, SSS2, S 
1713 Real * 8 CONV, MONOL, DX, CDI 
1714 c Flap0 => Output parameters to screen for review 
1715 C Flag=l => Output parameters to file LDATA 
1716 IF (FLAG.EQ.l) GOT0 40000 
17 17 Write (*, 6000) 
1718 6000 FORMAT (20X, ' SELECTABLE PARAMETER SUMMARY ' ) 
1719 WRITE (*, * )  Monolith Dimensions (mm) : 
1720 WRITE (*, 6001) MCST*2,ME'DH,MFDV 
1721 6001 FORMAT( I Support wall thickness: ',F6.2,3X, 'Face dimension: I ,  
1722 2F7.2,' x ',F7.2) 
1723 WRITE (*, 6002) MCW,NOCHV,NOCHH 
1724 6002 FORMAT(' Channel inner dimension: ',F6.2,3X, INo.Face channels', 
1725 2': ',F6.2,' x ',F6.2) 
1726 WRITE (*, 6003) MCWT, 100" (MCW**2/ (MCST*2+MCW) **2) 
1727 6003 FORMAT(' Active layer thickness: ',F6.2,4x, I %  monol.volume', 
1728 + '  open : I ,  F6.1) 
1729 WRITE (*, * )  
1730 WRITE (*, * )  Monolith inlet parameters : I 
1731 
1732 6006 FORMAT ( '  Gas Composition (mole fraction) : C02: ',F6.4,2X, 
1733 2'CO: ',F6.4,2X, ' 0 2 :  ',F6.4, /,38X, "2: ',F6.4,2X, 'He: I,F6.4,2X, 
1734 3'Ar: ',F6.4) 
1735 WRITE (*, 6007) MVFLZ,TZERO,PZERO*101.325 
1736 6007 FORMAT ( Gas Flowrate (liters/s) : I ,  F7.3, I Gas Temperature (K) : I ,  
1137 2F7.2/ Inlet Gas Pressure (kPa) : ',F9.3) 
1738 WRITE (*, * )  
1739 WRITE (*, * )  I Catalyst Properties : 
1740 WRITE (*, 6008) DENCAT 
1741 6008 FORMAT ( I Catalyst Density (g/mmA3) : I ,  E10.3) 
1742 WRITE (*, 6009) AREF 
1743 6009 FORMAT(' Reaction rate constant at 298K(mmA3 /gcat-s): ',F8.2) 
i744 WRITE (*, 6310) ENGACT 
1745 6010 FORVAT ( ' Activation energy (J/mol) : I ,  F10.2) 
1746 F X T E  (", 502:)3!1CRC!,%AzR3 
1147 6004 FORVAT ( ' Void-f rac t ion  as micropores : I ,  F4.2,  
1748 2 Voic-fraction as macropores: ',F4.2) 
1749 WRITE (*, 6005)WJCRO,RMACRO 
1750 6005 FORMAT(' Asrg. micropore radius (nm) : ',E7.2, 
' Avg. macro?ore radius (nm) : ',27.2) 
i 3L -z  (SSS .ss. '-:A' ) h t " E  (", 6011) 
1'53 6211 X m 5 . z  ( ?:?ez~el merarlcn (aci ia ja t ic / iscthez&) : AC&atic' 
1754 2 (SSS.Ec. '1' ) WXTS (*, 5812) 
1755 6212 F2FQLZ.T ( ' T h e - n d  Operation (a&aSatic/isothezel) : Isctnemal I ) 
1756 V V r L - ;  (", " )  
- 1 -  7 z 7  
1758 i? (SSS1.EC. ' S '  ) FEET2 (*, 6013) 
I759 6013 FORh!k.T ( ' Oczput file (Full Prcfiie/Smary) : Smmaryl )
17 60 I F  (SSSi .EQ. ' P '  ) WX'X (*, 6014) 
1761 6014 FORGT ( '  Octput file (Full Prcfile/SLz,zry) : Full Prcfile' ) 
1762 IF (SSS2.EQ. ' 0 '  1 WXTZ (", 6015) CONV 
i763 6015 FORMAT ( ' Terminatior! or. (02 ccnversion/length) : I ,  
17 64 2'02 conversion. % :  ', F7.3) 
1765 IF (SSS2.EQ. 'L' ) WRTTS (*, 6016) MONOL 
1766 6016 FOR".IFiT ( ' Te-mination on (02 conversion/Lencjth) : I ,  
1767 2'Length. Length (mm) : I ,  F7.3) 
WRITE (*, 6006) Y (3) ,Y (4) ,Y (5) ,Y (6) ,Y (1) ,Y (2) 
-- 2 - 1 5 1  - I  .,_ ,--n 
--l--- 
F;CTS (*, = ) ' Cc:.?xtazional loop parmeters : 
c 
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program listing 
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OF POOR QUALhR 
*****SEE FILE LDATA FOR RESULTS*****' 
IF (SSS1.EQ. 'PI) WRITE(*,6017) DX,CDI 
FORMAT ( Computation loop step size (mm) : ' F7.4, 
IF (SSSl.EQ.'S') WRITE(*,6018) DX 
FORMAT ( Computation loop step size (mm) : ' r F7.4) 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, 6019) 
FORMAT(15Xr1 
FORMAT (A ) 
READ(*,621) S 
WRITE (*, * )  
WRITE (*, * )  
GOT0 80000 
WRITE (*, * )  ' 
WRITE (25, *) 
WRITE (25,6000) 
WRITE (25, * )  Monolith Dimensions (mm) : ' 
WRITE (25,6001) MCST*2,MFDH,MFDV 
WRITE (25,6002) MCW, NOCHV, NOCHH 
WRITE (25,6003) MCWT, 100* (MCW**2/ (MCST*2+MCW) **2) 
WRITE (25, * )  
WRITE (25, * )  Monolith inlet parameters: ' 
WRITE (25,6007) MVFLZ,TZERO,PZERO*lOl. 325 
WRITE (25, * )  
WRITE (25, * )  Catalyst Properties: 
WRITE (25,6008) DENCAT 
WRITE (25,6009) AREF 
WRITE (25,6010) ENGACT 
WRITE (25,6004) EMICRO, EMACRO 
WRITE (25,6005) RMICRO, RMACRO 
IF (SSS.EQ. ' A ' )  WRITE(25,6011) 
IF (SSS.EQ. '1') WRITE(25,6012) 
WRITE (25, * )  
hXTE (25, * )  ' Computational loop parameters: I 
IC (SSSl.EQ. ' S I )  hi<T"(25,6013) 
iF (SSS1 .EQ. ' P I )  h 7 T E  (25,6014) 
IF (SSS2.EQ. IO') hWTE(25,6015) COW 
IF (SSS2.EQ. 'L') WRITE (25,6016) MONOL 
IF (SSS1.EQ. I ? ' )  wziITE(25,6017) DX,CDI 
IF (SSS1.EQ. I S ' )  WYE(25,6018) DX 
rdi=L-; (25,*)  
VCL-L (", " )  
-% * 3s 
E,"? 
2 '  Display every ',F6.2,' m m l )  
==> Hit Return When Finished Viewing <=I) 




1 $16 Cx **x ir ir ** ir x F * r % * r r * 
1817 
in18 - w -  + TSX, 3F.C.CEI3, EKiCRO) 
1Ei9 FEAL*S T3;3,415, FXSS,  RqCRO, WACRO 
1820 REALIS TSX, L".IACRG, LI4JCEI0, DKECR, DWACR 
1821 REAL* 8 DMACRS, DYJCRO 
1822 C Effective ciiffusivity is computed using the micro-macro 
1823 C pore model of Wakao ana Snith as described on pages 170- 
1824 C 171 of Cnenical Reactor Analysis and Design by Fronent 
FLwcTIOx Fml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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1825 C and Bishoff 
1826 TDAB= (1-YS) /TDAB/PRESS 
1827 DKMICR =171482.O*RMICRO/lE+7*DSQRT(TSX) 
1828 DKMACR =171482.0*RMACRO/lE+7*DSQRT(TSX) 
1829 DMICRO =l. O /  (1. O/TDAB + l.O/DKMICR) 
1830 DMACRO =l.O/(l.O/TDAB + l.O/DKMACR) 
1831 FXNl = EMACRO**2*DMACRO + (EMICRO**2*DMICRO* (1.0 + 






1838 C****************** FUNCTION FXN2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1839 Function FXN2 (Y,  TGX) 
1840 C Function computes heat capacity of gas mixture using data 
1841 C from the  JA" t ab l e s .  
1842 C MW,CP,Y indexes l=He, 2=Ar, 3=C02, 4=CO, 542, 5=02, 6=N2 
1843 Real*8 Y (6) ,TGX,CP(6) ,m(6) 
1844 C Read i n  molecular weights W ( I )  into array.  
1845 DATA MW(1) ,MW(2) ,MW(3) ,MW(4) ,MW(5) ,MW(6) 
1846 + / 4.0026,39.948,44.01,28.0105,31.9988,28.0134/ 
1847 CP (1) =20.786 
1848 CP (2) =20.786 
1849 CP(3)=20.7i2+6.2501E-O2*TGX-l.l88E-5*TGX*TGX 
-5.5773E-O8*TGX*TGX*TGX + 4.1875E-ll*TGX*TGX*TGX*TGX 
=28.777 + 5.5297E-O3*TGX -3.l851E-5*TGX1TGX 
+7.0946E-08*TGX*TGXXTGX -4.2501E-ll*TGX*TGX*TGX*TGX 
=31.033 - 2.0261E-O2*TGX +6.3410E-SfTGX*TGX 
-4.9951E-O8*TGX*TGX*TGX +9.1266E-l2*TGX*TGX*TGX*TGX 
=28.567 + 7.3978E-O3*TGX -3.5831E-O5*TGX*TGX 
+6.9415E-08*TGX*TGXfTGX -3.8499E-ll*TGXfTGX*TGX*TGX 
= Y(l)*CP(l)/MW(l) + Y(2)*CP(2)/MW(2) + 
Y(3)*CP(3)/MW(3) + Y(4)'CP(4)/MW(4) + 






/"l" - 266 
i E 6 E  C C o v c e  c%ffils=viry cf 22 in gas rLxture 
1869 c Xead in b i n z y   sff fusion coe f f i c i e r t s  D ( I )  i x o  array. 
1872 c 
1871 c Noze: There i s  no D ( 5 )  defined. These z r e  reference velues a: 
1872 C 298K, 1 a m ,  units(mmA2/s) 
1865 C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * X * * * ~ ~ T ~ ~ I O N  FXN3********~******+******%******** 
F2nzZion 3xX3 (Y, TSX) 
- & c * s  ~ ( 6 )  , ~ ( 6 )  ,YGX,CDKST 
The index of E ccrrespcnd tc the  species in which 02 i s  e f f u s i n g  
- -. r -  
- 5 s  i 
1873 c Species: l = H e ,  2=L-, 3=CO2,4=CO, 6=N2. 
1874 
1875 -i /72.9,2i .2,16.4,15.6,22.5/ 
1876 COXST=O. 0 
1877 DO 8451 i=1,6 
1878 IF (I.EQ.5) GO TO 8451 
18?9 
1880 8451 CONTINUE 
i881 FXN3=CONST 
DATE- E (1 ) , D (2 ) , D (3 ) , D ( 4 ) , D ( 6 ) 
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1888 Function FXN4 ( Y )  
1889 
1890 C Compute gas average molecular weight 
1891 c MW,Y indexes l=He, 2=Ar, 3=C02, 4=CO, 542, 542, 6=N2 
1892 C Read in molecular weights MW(1) into array. 
1893 C The index of MW correspond t o  the species. 
1894 C Species: l=He,2=Ar,3=C02,4=CO,5=02,6=N2. 
1896 + / 4.0026,39.948,44.01,28.0105,31.9988,28.0134/ 
1897 CONST=O. 0 
1898 DO 355 I=1,6 
1899 
1900 355 CONTINUE 






1887 Cff**f*******f****f****F~CTION FXN4***f+**ff++*ff***************** 
Real*8 MW(6) ,Y (6) ,CONST 
1895 DATA w(I-1 r w ( 2 )  tMW(3) rm(4) rMW(5) rMW(6) 
CONST=MW (I) *Y (I) +CONST 
1906 C************* END OF LISTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
